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PREFACE

This monograph is one of several publications which

addresses the successful instruction of limited English profi-

cient (LEP) students. Although each publication has been

produced separately from multiple funding sources, each

builds upon the others to comprise a reasonably complete

treatment of the subject. Hence, when combined, they repre-

sent component pieces of what can be perceived as a publica-

tion series.

Instructional approaches for LEP students vary across

the U.S. Some school districts with large numbers of the

same ethnolinguistic student population have utilized a form

of bilingual instruction wherein the teacher is fluent both

in the students' native language and in English. In other

places, however, where the student population has represent-

ed many ethnolinguistic backgrounds, or where there are too

few LEP students, assigning LEP students to classes taught

by teachers trained in strategies of teaching English as a

second language (ESL) has been the preferred approach.

The theoretical framework for this publication series

builds upon two assumptions. First, there are general in-

structional principles basic to the succossful instruction

of all students. These have been identified in the instruc-

tional research literature and have been verified across

multiple studies. Second, -here are specific instructional



strategies which can be utilized to meet the special lin-

guistic needs of LEP students. These appear to mediate

effective instruction for LEP students.

Recent research into teacher development practices has

shown that teachers can be trained successfully in the use

of general effective instructional strategies. The poten-

tial for using mediation of instruction strategies, however,

depends on factors beyond training: primarily, the context

of the individual classroom, and the characteristics of the

teacher and other instructional personnel. Three factors

are involved: (1) whether the teacher is bilingual and can

instruct effectively in both English and in the LEP stu-

dents' native language; (2) whether the teacher is versed in

utilizing effective ESL strategies and integrating these

into the instruction in academic content areas; and (3)

whether the teacher is from a background similar to that of

LEP students, or is knowledgable about and conversant in the

norms and values of the LEP students' native culture(s).

Information for producing this series of publications

draws from three s. Jrces: from research on effective in-

struction generally, from what is known about effective

bilingual instruction, and from the successful instructional

practices of language development specialist teachers.

This monograph, Developing Student Functional Profi-

ciency:, A Teacher's Casebook, builds on this information

and focuses on the development of LEP students' successful

performance on class tasks by engaging teachers in analyzing

their own instruction.
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Future publications which are projected will focus

upon: (1) a set of case studies of successful teachers of

LEP students which illustrate the instructional principles

included in this monograph; (2) an observation and self-

analysis system for developing student functional proficien-

cy, utilizing a clinical teaching procedure based on adult

learning theory constructs; (3) strateaies for integrating

English language development into the various academic con-

tent areas. K-12, building from successful practices ol.

language development specialist teachers; and (4) identifi-

cation of specific teaching compentencies for successful

instruction of LEP students. K-12, tied to a program of

teacher development and assessment.
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CHAPTER ONE

AN OVERVIEW OF STUDENT FUNCTIONAL PROFICIENCY

BEFORE YOU READ THE CHAPTER:1

1. Describe your ideal student. Do this in writ-
ing, nd include details about how this student
participates in ' nstructional tasks and activities.

2. Select a typical lesson (or make one up).
Provide your instructional objectives or goals,
what tasks students are to accomplish, what they
are to do in order to accomplish these, and what
they will learn (or be able to do) as a result.
Next, select a non-LEP student and a LEP student.
Predict (a) how well each will do the tasks,
(b) what sorts of difficulties either one may
have with the tasks, and (c) what you plan to do
to alleviate these difficulties.

An increasing number of students enrolling in U.S.

schools share a common elaracteristic whizh presents a major

instructional problem. Whether these students are U.S.-born

or newly arrived from other countries or from Puerto Rico,

they possess very little English proficiency.

Limited English proficient (LEP) students, as they are

called, cannot be expected to do well in school until they

have acquired sufficient English to engage in instructional

tasks successfully. Thus, schools must provide instruction

geared toward developing their proficiency in English AS

quickly as possible. At the same time, however, LEP stu-

dents are expected to progress in academic skills
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acquisition at a normal tztte for children oZ their age. In

fact, s ,ols are required by law to provide them with

instruction in the curriculum content areas assigned for

their grade level in order to accomplish this feat.

And herein lies the dual-edged instructional dilemma:

How can LEP students be expected to progress in acquiring

basic skills when they don't possess sufficient English

proficiency to handle such instruction? And how is it

possible to provide such instruction successfully while

concurrently developing their English language proficiency?

Schools have responded in a variety of ways depending

on the contexts of their student population, the resources

represented by their instructional programs and personnel,

and the educational philosophy embraced by members of their

Boards of Education.

To develop LEP student's English proficiency, most

instructional programs have provided for intensive instruc-

tion in English as a second language (ESL), usually taught

by an ESL specialist teacher. ESL instruction is provided

in one of two ways: as a part of the curriculum in a regular

classroom, or as a separate subject taught outside the

regular classroom. In the latter case in elementary

schools, LEP students are pulled out of their regular

classes and sent elsewhere to receive ESL instruction. At

the secondary school level, ESL instruction is provided more

commonly as one of the several subjects, each of which

usually is taught by a different instructor. Regardless of

the administrative procedure used for providing ESL

2
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instruction, the result is usually one hour per day of

intensive instruction toward developing LEP students' Eng-

lish language oral proficiency.

For instruction in the content areas of the curriculum,

two instructional responses seem to be characteristic, with

all others appearing to be variations of these: instruction

that is delivered in English or'.y, or instruction delivered

in LEP students' native language (or bilingually).

When there are sufficient numbers of LEP students from

the same ethnolinguistic background, and there is an avail-

ability of teachers or other instructional personnel who are

bilingual in English and the LEP students' native language,

some schools have provided instruction in the content areas

in LEP students' native lan;uage(s), or bilingually. In

this instructional context, the goal is to develop LEP

students' English proficiency while concurrently providing

instruction in the academic content areas, initially in the

LEP student's native language but using increasingly more

English over time.

The other instructional response has been to provide

instruction in academic content areas only in English. This

is particularly characteristic of school contexts where

there are small numbers of LEP students, or where LEP stu-

dents are large in number but ere from a var_lty of ethno-

linguistic backgrounds, or where instructional personnel who

are bi]ingual in the appropriate languages frequently are

not available. In this instructional context, the goal is

to develop LEP students' English proficiency as quickly as

3
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possible, and in the mecntime, to make instruction in the

content areas as comprehensible as possible. Resourceful

teachers have resorted *o dramatic means to accomplish this.

From the standpoint of LEP students, however re-

gardless of the instructional responses used two main

learning tasks confront them. First, they must acquire

proficiency in the El.glish language 35 quickly as possible.

Second, while they are acquiring English proficiency, they

must continue to progress in learning in the content areas.

To accomplish both of these goals, they must understand and

negotiate the :iame instructional demands as all other stu-

dents.

To appreciate the complexity of school learning which

confronts LEP students: it is necessary to consider sapAr-

ately (1) the requirements of second language learning in a

school situation, and (2) the requirements of suclessful

participation in classroom instruction. At the same time,

however, it is important to keep reminding ourselves that,

operationally, these are interactive processes. In school,

LEP students are expected to attend concurrently to the

requirements of both.

Second Language Learning in School Contexts

Anyone who has attempted to acquire a second language

is aware of some of the difficulties involved. Probably the

most common second-language learning experience among Ameri-

can adults is instruction received in P "foreign" language

in high school or college. In this context, a foreign

4
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language is an academic subject and is treated similarly.

Classes meet daily or on two or three occasions each week.

Instruction typically consists of one hour or so of whole

group recitation with an instructor, augmented by textbook

activities focusing on development grammar or literacy

skills, and sometimes by time spent in a language laboratory

practicing oral reproduction of the language.

Although experiences vary, those who have engaged in

foreign language learning similar to that described above

recognize the limitations of proficiency that was attained.

Most of us could hardly call upon our understanding of the

language to use it for purposes of engaging in business and

social intercourse in the culture of that language. Of

curse, this is the most complex level of proficiency in

another languages that one can hope to attain. Yet, this is

the proficiency level that we 'require of LEP students who

enroll in our schools. A cursory examination of recent and

successful U.S. experiences with second language

learning adds to understandinc how difficult is the process.

Experiences with Adults
Learning a Second Language

Until recently, acquiring a second language has been a

priority in the U.S. only for those who emigrate to our

country. To participate productively in U.S. enterprise

requires learning English at a fairly proficient level. For

Americans, however, learning a foreign language usually has

been a necessity only for academic pursuits like college
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entrance or acquiring an advanced college degree. With the

advent of World War II, however, this began to change.

As we became more involved politically with foreign

countries, the federal government began to realize the im-

portance of nurturing a cadre of persons who cc.uld conduct

business and engage in legal discourse in the language of

the countries with whom we began to have such interactions.

Proficiency in a foreign language became a requirement for

advancement to foreign service positions, and if one did not

possess such proficiency, then it had to be developed. As a

result of this need, institutions such as the School of

LanT,age Studies of the Foreign Service Institute (FSI) were

developed. Procedures they devised for teaching a foreign

ianguace have since been adapted for use in training Peace

Corps volunteers and other adults, a procedure generally

referred to as high intensity language training (HILT).

Experiences with teaching adults a second language

provides us with comparison data to understand the enormity

of the task we set for LEP students. To better appreciate

this, keep in mind that what we require of LEP students is

that they develop sufficient English language proficiency to

successfully participate in instruction when it is conducted

solely in English.

Over the years of their experience in teaching foreign

languages to adults, the FSI has developed an understanding

of the time commitment required. FSI students are required

to attend classes an average of six hours each day, five

days a week. 'tiring this time, students are immersed in the

[mw.
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language under study, using only the foreign language under

study for all interactions all day, each day. In addition,

students are expected to spend an additional three to four

hours each night in private study. The results of what one

might expect in terms of proficiency in a foreign language

after such intensive effort is reflected in data collected

by the FSI over the years.

To determine oral language proficiency, the FSI uses a

five point rating scale. Highly educated native speakers of

the language conduct the testing in an interview situation.

Summarized, general levels of ratings on the Government

(DLI) Rating Scale are as follows:

Level 0 No functional ability in the language
Level 0+ Able to satisfy immediate needs using

learned utterances
Level 1 Able to satisfy basic survival needs and

minimum courtesy requirements
Level 1+ Able to satisfy most survival needs and

limited social demands
Able to satisfy routine demands and
limited work requirements

Level 2+ Able to satisfy most work requirements and
show some ability to communicate on con-
crete topics relating to particular inter-
ests and special fields of competence

Level 3 Able to speak the language with sufficient
structural accuracy and vocabulary to
participate effectively in most formal and
informal conversations on practical, so-
ci.r.1 and professional topics

Level 3+ Able to speak the language with sufficient
structural accuracy and vocabulary to use
it on some levels normally pertinent to
professional needs

Level 4 Able to use the langu.:iwe fluently and
accirately on all levels ncrmally perti-
nent to professional needs

Level 4+ Speaking proficiency sometimes equivalent
to that of a well-educated native speaker
but cannot sustain performance

Level S Speaking proficiency equivalent to that
of a well-educated native speaker

(from Liskin- Gasparro, 1983)

Level 2

7
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Given this rating scale, it is obvious that only a

native speaker of a language would be rated at an FSI Level

5, and highly probable that this would be true for FSI Level

4 as well. Thus, an adult hoping to acquire a foreign

language could probably reach an FSI Level 3+ only with

ample time and experience intensively studying the language

and practicing it in the given culture of that language.

What has the FSI learned about how long it takes adults

to learn a foreign language? In a study of results compiled

by the School of Language Studies of the FSI and reported in

April 1973, the minimum amount of time required by native

English speaking adults who possessed minimum aptitude for

language learning to reach FSI Level 1 in a relatively less

complex foreign language was 240 hours of instruction, or 8

weeks c, intensive, 6 hour days! To reach an FSI Level 2,

the required time was 720 hours, or 24 weeks of intensive

instruction (Liskin-Gasparro, 1983). A person with superior

aptitude for language learning, however, could reach an FSI
2

Level 3 in this period of time.

In comparison, the average school year consists of 180

days of instructioi typically of six hours duration after

the first grade. How much of this time is allocated to

developing oral proficiency in English in LEP students?

Recall 'cha* federal law stipulates that both English

language instruction and appropriate instruction in the

content areas must be provided to LEP students (Lau vs.

Nichols, 1974). Given this situation, how much time can be

allocated practically and legally to developing LEP

8
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students' English proficiency? For example, this legal

requirement would seem to negate the possibility of placing

all LEP students into a program of intensive English lan-

guage development before placing them in regular classrooms

with other children for purposes of receiving Instruction in

the content areas.

The purpose of presenting the FSI comparison data is to

provide in a dramatic fashion the instructional dilemma

confronting schools with large populations of LEP students.

In too many instances, those in charge of making instruc-

tion31 decisions for LEP students are not aware of the

enormity of achieving the two goals of schooling for them.

This is not to say that the task is futile, but to suggest

instead that considerable sensitivity is necessary to rec%Jy-

nize what achieving these goals will require.

Learninq a Second Language
as a School Task

Students who are engaged in acquiring a second language

at the same time that they are developing academic competen-

cies in school are required to respond to instructional

situations that are potentially far more complex than they

are for their monolingual English speaking peers. Cummins

(1982' described the complexity of school learning for sec-

ond language learners along two dimensions: context and

cognition. Both are presented as intersecting continuums,

from least to lore complex. in Figure 1.

While acquiring second language proficiency. LEP stu-

dents are concurrently confronted with instructional situations

9
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Figure 1. Range of contextual support and degree of
cognitive involvement in communicative
activities

CONTEXT -
EMBEDDED

COGNITIVELY
UNDEMANDING

A C

D

COGNITIVELY
DEMANDING

CONTEXT-
WEDUCED

(from Cummins, 1982, p. 1.2)

that are represented in Figure 1 along a continuum from con-

text-embedded to context- reduced. At the least complex end

of the context continuum (context-embedded), a LEP student

is familiar with the requirements of the situation and the

contextual clues it contains and uses these to negotiate

meaning of thA context. The other end of the continuum

(context-reduced) represents those situations in which the

contextual clues are unrelated to anything a LEP student has

previously experienced, or the clues are so subtle that a

LEP student must "suspend knowledge of the 'real' world in

order to interpret (or manipulate) the logic of communica-

tion appropriately" (Cummins. 1982, p. 11).

10
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As LEP students interact with instructional contexts,

they engage in tasks and activities which contain cognitive

requirements. The amount and complexity of new information

that must be processed simultaneously in order to understand

and respond appropriately to the demands of the instruction-

al tasks and activities add to the cognitive complexity. As

one might expect, the lower end of the continuum of cogni-

tive complexity represents instructional contexts that re-

quire relatively little cognitive processing. Few cues and

little new information must be noted and responded to. As

LEP students move toward more cognitively demanding con-

texts, however, they must sort out new pieces of irformation,

test theories about how to communicate best in such situa-

t;ons, construct and test hypotheses about what might happen

if a particular strategy is tried, and so forth.

One device which enhances second language learning is

the ability to transfer across languages what Cummins (1982)

called common underlying proficiencies. Proficiencies in-

volved in reading and writing, for example, transfer across

languages. At the context-reduced end of the continuum,

these would include things such as image-sound correlation

(for example, decoding or spelling). Even in terms of a

potentia ..ly context-embedded situation, many rules of com-

munication apply across cultural settings (for example,

turn-taking in two-person, face-to-face communication). The

amount of linguistic information which can be transferred

from one language to another would appear to depend on the

amount and quality of a person's experience with language

11
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learning, and the variety of contexts, in the initial lan-

guage. For purposes of school learning, this would seem to

infer designing curriculum for second language learning

based on a given LEP student's language learning experiences

in the native language.

This framework of second-language learning is useful

for considering the additional linguistic demands frequently

placed on LEP students in school learning. The four quad-

rants in Figure 1 serve to illustrate how a single instruc-

tional task or activity can be more or less complex depend-

ing on the knowledge and competencies brought to it by the

student. A given class task or instructional activity may

contain demands which are relatively easy and familiar for a

monolingual English speaking student (Quadrant Ai, but which

are more cognitively demanding and context-reduced for a LEP

student (Quadrant DJ. As Cummins (1982) pointed out, a LEP

student who truly understands no English and is not familiar

with the rules of social or classroom discourse must consis-

tently operate in situations that are both cognitively de-

manding and contextually complex.

For example. consider a ten year old, preliterate LEP
3

boy interacting with elements of the game, baseball.

While watching a baseball game during recess, the boy would

be operating in Quadrant A. Participating in the baseball

game, however, would require him to respond to demands

represented by Quadrant B. Playing a baseball game in class

using a configuration of a baseball diamond and a dice with

dots and "homerun" and "batter out" symbols confronts him

12
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with the demands in Quadrant C. Reading basic word cards

about baseball (e.g., "run", ',it", "go", "safe ", "out") is

represented by the demands in Quadrant D.

The same topic six months later, when the boy has

experienced increasing familiarity with the game, baseball,

presents a different 1. :ning situation. Here, Quadrant A

demands would be represented by the boy talking with other

students about the baseball game they have just played.

Quadrant B demands are present in a situation such as ar-

guing with the P.E. teacher about a baseball rule while

participating in the game. Using flash cards of words such

as "run," "hit," "safe," "go, "out" in order to play a

baseball game in class illustrates the demands of Quadrant C.

Finally, successfully completing a cloze test on a story

about a baseball game using these same words represents the

demands of Quadrant D for this boy.

To reiterate, these same experiences might be far less

complex and demanding for another LEP student. What matters

is his prior experience with the context and cognitive

demands of the situation. This possibility creates an in-

structional problem for teachers in classes containing both

non-LEP and LEP students, for it departs remarkedly from the

common understanding of the purpose and function of curricu-

lum and instruction. Curriculum traditionally is conceived

as a spiraling scope and sequence of skills and concepts

which are to be mastered and learned by all students.

Instruction is presented as a logical sequence of increasingly

13
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more cognitively demanding objectives and goals to be

achieved by students.

This static posture assumes that curriculum remains

constant, and it is the student who moves through the lock-

step process. Thus, a given instructional objective or goal

would be behaviorally prescribed at one of several levels

of, for example. Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of educational

objectives and goals in the cognitive de"ftain. The notion is

to develop objectives that move to increasingly higher (more

complex) levels of a taxonomy as a student engage= in subse-

quent instructional tasks and activities. The assumption is

that students will utilize increasingly higher levels of

cognition as they move through the curriculum.

This is in marked contrast to the paradigm of second-

language learning in school settings presented by Cummins

(1982) in Figure 1. Regardless of the predetermined cog-

nitive level at which a student is required to function in

order to accomplish a given instructional objective or goal,

the actual level of complexity of the instructional task or

activity involved in accomplishing the instructional objec-

tive or goal would depend on a LEP student's prior knowledge

and experiences, and the level of proficiency in the English

language. It naturally follows, then. that instructional

deciaion-making for LEP students needs to take into consid-

eration how instructional tasks and activities that seem

appropriate for non-LEP students may, indeed, present far

more complex demands for LEP students.

14
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Requirements of Successful Particleation
In Classroom Instruction

To reiterate, while engaged in acquiring English as a

second language, LEP students also are confronted with the

same class task and instructional activity demands which

must be accommodated by all students. The preceding discus-

on has illustrated how difficult this can be depending on

a given LEP students' familiarity with the class tasks and

instructional activities, as well as with their proficiency

in English.

There is a prevailing tendency for schools to rely

heavily and almost solely on oral language proficiency as a

means for determining LEP students' success in school. How-

ever, as we shall see, measures of oral proficiency in

Lnglish are insufficient data for making such educatir+nal

decisions for LEP students.

A LEP student is functionally proficient when s/he

can participate competently in a classroom when instruction

is primarily in English, successfully accomplishing instruc-

tional tasks with reasonable accuracy while osrerving and

responding appropriately to the rules of classroom dis-

course. When this is the case, one can anticipate that LEP

students can engage successfully in school learning.

In prastice, teachers use some measure of functional

proficiency when they make daily decisions about the per-

formance of all their students. Observations of how well

their students are doing during iostruction infcrm their own

behavior toward them. TOJS, for example, they will use

15



differential strategies to obtain students' engckgemen in

class task completion. Some students will require more

direct interaction and frequent feedback, while others can

be depended upon to work independent2y and productively.

Intuitively, effective teachers know which students will

require assistance during a particular piece of instruction,

and plan strategies &head o; time to accommodate their

needs.

The principle that seems to be at work is one of asses-

sing student performance against predetermined criteria of

how students ought to respond to class task and instruc-

tional activity demands. Those who more closely approximate

a teacher's criteria of a student who is a competent parti-

cipant during instruction are considered to be functican-?lly

proficient. Those who vary from any of these criteria,

however, are recipients of the teacher's attempts to shape

their behavior to more closely approximate how they are

supposed to function.

To understand how this principle operates in the class-

room, we need to determine the characteristics of a student

who is considered to be functionally proficient.

What is Student Functional Proficiency?

Obviously, a full range of strategies is utilized to

respond appropriately to the demands of instruction. These

strategies are inneront in three competencies demonstrated

by a functionally proficient student, whether or not s/he is

LEP: participative competence, interactional competence, and

16
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academic competence. They are depicted as the interactive

competencies of student functional proficiehcy (SFP) in

Figure 2.

Participative competence requires that a student re-

spond appropriately to class task demands and tr the proced-

ural rules for accomplishing them.

Interactional competence requires that a student re-

spond appropriately both to classroom rules of discourse and

social rules of discourse, interacting appropriately with

peers and adults while accomplishing class tasks.

Acajeai.7 competence requires that a student be able is

acquire new skills, assimilate new information, and construct

new concepts. In doing so, the student must acquire aca-

demic language from each of the content areas, and work at

increasingly more complex cognitive levels.

These three competencies comprise student functional

proficiency (SFP). As indicated by Figure 2, a functionally

proficient student utilizes them concurrently and interac-

tively during classroom instruction. This is indicated by

the intersect of all three competencies at the center of

Figure 2 (Intersect Al. In addition, while some character-

istics of each competency can be specified individually,

others may h.verlap two or three of the competencies. Thus,

some characteristics of SFP competencies may fall in

Intersects 8, C. or D. For example, academic competence

u .-Dally is perceived as the ability to use higher order

cognitive skills to accomplish class tasks. However,

completing class tasks also requires responding to the
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Figure 2. Competencies of student functional proficiency

\\\13,

INTERACTIONAL
COMPETENCE

PARTICIPATIVE
COMPETENCE

procedural rules of the class as well as to the demands of

the class task themselves [Intersect CI. At the same tine,

some interaction with others in the class while accomplish-

ing the class task may be required (Intersect D). while a

class task may require a student to use higher order cogni-

tive skills, because the task is being completed during

instruction in the classroom, a student also may be requirea

to attend to the competencies of participative and interac-

tional competencies.

Lack of competence in any one of the SFP competencies,

no matter how skilled a student might be in the other two,

will limit the student's ability to successfully complete

class tasks. For LEP students, the llnguistic dimensions of
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the three SFP competencies present an additional challenge.

particularly when English is the language in which instruc-

tion takes place.

The Participation Requirements of SFP

To be perceived as functionally proficient, a student

must be able to utilize participative, interactional, and

academic competence to perfcAn three major functions: (1) to

decode and understand both task expectations and new infor-

mation; (2) to engage appropriately in completing tasks,

completing them with high accuracy; and (3) to obtain accur-

ate feedback with relation to completing tasks successfully

( Tikunoff, 1984. 1983; Tikunoff & Vazquez-Feria. 1982).

These requirements of functional proficiency are depicted in

Figure 3.

Understanding task emectations. The first requirement

of functional proficiency is understanding the task expecta-

tions and the new information necessary to complete instruc-

tional assignments. This includes absorbing concepts and

skills that are to be learned, knowing what the intended

product or outcome of a class task should be when it is

completed and how to complete it. and understanding any new

information required. about how to accomplish them.

Participating productively. Communication makes possi-

ble understanding a teacher's expectations with regard to

tasks and normative behavior. and makes available the new

information necessary to complete tasks, but it is up to the

student to put all this information into operation. When
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Figure 3. ReguLrements of student functional proficiency

Functionally Proficient Student..:

1. Decode. understand:

Task expectations (what p.oduct should
look like; how to complete accurately)

New information

2. Participate productively:

Maintain productive engagement on assigned
tasks and complete them

Complete tasks with high accuracy

Know when successful in tasks

Observe norms (meet teacher's expectations)

3. Obtain feedback

Know how to obtain accurate Zeedback re
tesk completion, i.e.

a. whether achieving accuracy

or if not,

b. how to achieve accuracy
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they do so correctly, then students can maintain productive

engagement on tasks, completing then with a high degree of

accuracy. Thi'.., is the second requirement of student func-

tional proficiency.

Much has been written about the importance of student

engagement in completing tasks: the more time spent on a

task, the more chance that learning will result. The re-

search on time-on-task, however, has tended to focus only on

engagement. An equally important facet of task completion

is the accuracy with which a student completes tasks. Fish-

er at a1. (1978) showed that high engagement, combined with

high accuracy in completing class tasks, correlated posi-

tively with student performance on tests of academic

achievement in reading and mathematics, at least at the

elementary school level. Thus, it appears that it is essen-

tial for students is to work toward high accuracy as well as

high engagement when completing class tasks. In turn, it is

important that teachers adjust class tasks for iniividual

students so that task demands are at both the appropriate

ability level and conceptual level in order to maintain high

accuracy.

Obtaining feedback. The third requirement of func-

tional proficiency is the ability to obtain feedback rela-

tive to whether accuracy is being achieved in class task

completion, or if not, how to achieve accuracy. This re-

quires that students know how to obtain feedback, either

from the teacher or from someone else in the classroom who

possesses the appropriate information. In addition, of
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course, students must accomplish this within the established

rules of interaction for a given classroom.

Student Participation Patterns

The preceding discussion of the requirements of a func-

tionally proficient student provides behavioral indicators

thasz a student knows the requirements of the demands inher-

ent in class tasks, and is working toward accuracy in class

task completion. However, it is important for teac")ers to

understand that different students may exhibit thes9 charac-

teristics in different ways. That is they may have very

different patterns of participation in class task comple-

tion.

Ward (1982), for example, identified six different pat-

terns of student participation, apparently based on personal

interactional styles. The six patterns are:

1. Multitask students generally are nighly competent.

They almost always are involved in completing class tasks,

frequently carrying out several tasks concurrently. Al-

though they seldom volunteer, they give correct responses to

a teacher's questions when called upon. Multitask students

seldom need a teacher's help, but they actively seek it

whenever necessary.

2. Social students also function proficiently during

class task completion, but they mix brief periods of concen-

tration on completing class tasks with conversation with

others. They like to work with others, and they enjoy

acting as peer tutors. Social students volunteer answers
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during recitation, and sometimes appear to be more interest-

ed in answering than in giving correct answers. Although

they frequently draw sanctions for talking out-of-turn, they

accomplish class tasks with relatively high accuracy. When-

ever they need help or clarification, they Also actively

seek assistance from the teacher.

3. Dependent students require immediate and frequent

monitoring and feedback. They experience difficulty in

remembering directions, and need to have sequential steps

for accomplishing tasks re-explained to them. Dependent

students tend to be inattentive in large groups, and stay on

task more frequently when working in small groups under

adult supervision. Some dependent students will not stay

engaged in task completion unless given frequent reinforce-

ment and approval.

These students function proficiently only when the

teacher or another adult (or sometimes a peer tutor) is

readily available to tell them whether they are achieving

accuracy in class task completion and, if not, how to modify

what they are doing to achieve it. For these students to

exhibit the characteristics of a functionally proficient

student requires clear instructions and constant monitoring

of their work. Limited proficiency in the language of

instruction increases the dependence of these students.

4. Phantom students prefer to work alone, and almost

never initiate conversation or ask for assistance. They

prefer not to volunteer, but will respond when called upon

to do so. Because they work quietly and create no problems
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for others, teachers seldom initiate interactions with them.

However, they tend to function proficiently, completing

class tasks accurately. They are particularly successful on

independent tasks, like completing worksheets and other

individual projects.

5. Isolate students, like phantoms, seldom interact

with others. However, their withdrawal from classroom In-

teractions (instructional and otherwise) tends to make them

less proficient in completing class tasks. They intersperse

sporadic engagement in assigned class tasks with quiet play

or gazing about the classroom. They isolate themselves from

others, often turning their bodies or chairs away from

rather than toward the instructional situation. Other stu-

dents and adults tend to isolate them as well, refusing to

associate with them. Isolate students are reluctant to show

their work to others or to allow others to react to it.

6. Alienate students are anti-social, and verbally or

physically act out their anger against school, adult author-

ity, and their peers. Teachers identify them as discipline

problems because they tend to keep others around them from

working productively on class tasks. They do not not remain

engaged on tasks unless they are closely supervised. Their

behavior often stems from problems outside the classroom

over which the school has little control.

These six student participation patterns were used to

distinguish participation characteristics across various

ethnolinguistic groups of students. Tikunoff & Vazquez-

Feria (1982a) revealed how they varied across students from
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different ethnolinguistic groups. Three participation pat-

terns were ethnolinguistically relevant.

Hispanic students tended to WOA mor4 productively when

they were allowed to work together, either in pairs or in

small groups. They appeared to be social in their partici-

paticl, talking among themselves as they worked at task

completion. On the other hand, Navajo children more fre-

quently worked quietly, accomplishing class tasks alone,

seldom initiating interaction with the teacher or with one

another. Chinese-language LEP students had high engagement

on class tasks, and when tasks were completed, they waited

quietly and patiently until the teacher told them what to do

next.

Teachers apparently understood these cultural varia-

tions, and made use of them in structuring class tasks.

This was one of the ways they mediated instruction. As a

result, students' became more functionally proficient in

accurately completing assigned class tasks.

Several other general observations about the six parti-

cipation patterns are relevant. First, of the six patterns,

three are important in terms of student functional profi-

ciency in completing class tasks accurately, and whether or

not students will learn new skills and knowledge.

Both isolate and alienate students, obviously, do not

learn, or at best, learn only sporadically. In addition,

alienate students frequently are the sources of disruption

in the classroom. Sufficient numbers of either student in a

class will cause the pace of instruction to slow down
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because teachers have to handle their disruptive behavior.

When there are large numbers of these students in a class,

the engagement and accuracy rates of other students may

suffer because the teacher's efforts are directed away from

Instruction.

Dependent students present the reacher with another

sort of problem. Dependent studencs will learn if they are

provided frequent clarificati,,,n, monitoring and feedback

concerning task completion. Otherwise, their lack of abili-

ty to sequence information at a complex level causes them to

get off-task easily. In fact, they frequently stop working

and wait for someone to help them. If this happens, their

accuracy rate diminishes as well. Effective teachers quickly

identify these students, and create systems of "checking-in"

with them as instruction proceeds.

Because of the ftequent attention they may require,

large numbers of dependent students in a single class may

slow the pace of instruction for the remainder of the class.

Some effective teachers learn to deal with this by assigning

"buddies", or peer tutors, to dependent participants. They

usually select a student wno can provide accurate feedback

and information with respect to task completion and accur-

acy. Frequently, social students make good peer tutors.

Thus, it is apparent that students who exhibit multi-

task, social, and phantom participation patterns typically

function proficiently in classrooms. However, too many

students who exhibit dependent, alienate, or isolate parti-

cipatici patterns in a single class can pose tremendous
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challenges for a teacher. At the secondary school level,

this is exacerbated primarily because of the tracking that

begins to take place. Students who take subjects such as

Algebra, foreign languages, and advanced sciences are likely

to be functionally proficient students. Dependent, isolate,

and alienate participants are unlikely to take these clas-

ses. Thus, two conditions tend to prevail. Nultitask,

social, and more proficient phantom students end up together

in classes throughout the school day; and conversely, depen-

dent, isolate, alienate, and less proficient phantom stu-

dents tend to spend the day together in their classes.

How Do Teachers De slop SFP in LEP Students?

To understand how a teacher develops student functional

proficiency (SFP) in LEP students, it is necessary to ask

two sorts of questions. First, what instructional strate-

gies are useful for developing SFP generally? Next, what

instructional strategies are particularly useful for devel-

oping SFP in LEP students?

The issue of developing SFP must be separated into

these two component pieces because of the argument raised

earlier. All students -- including LEP students -- must

respond appropriately to the demands of instruction if they

are to be perceived by their teachers to be participating

competently in instruction.

Effective teachers have been found to utilize similar

instructional strategies to accomplish this for all their

students. In addition, for LEP students there are some
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additional linguistic requirements without which competent

participation in instruction would not be possible. Effec-

tive teachers of LEP students utilize mediational strategies

to accomplish this.

Developing student functional proficiency for all stu-

dents requires, first of all, careful planning to ensure

consonance among instructional intent, how instruction is

organized and delivered, and the desired student outcomes.

In turn, this requires that teachers understand what demands

they are placing into operation by the nature of class tasks

and instructional activities, for it is these to which

students must respond if they are to be considered by their

teachers to be functionally proficient. A final requirement

rests with what a teacher does during instruction, particu-

larly with respect to providing clarity of instruction,

achieving successf'il classroom management, monitoring stu-

dents' class task completion, and providing appropriate

feedback with respect to this. These three instructional

features for developing SFP for all students is the subject

of Chapter Two.

Mediating the effective organization and delivery of

instruction to promote SFP in LEP students is the subject of

Chapter Three. Three mediational features are important.

First, teachers must be able to provide comprehensible input

so that students can understand the requirements of class

tasks and how to accurately complete them. One expedient

way to accomplish this is to use as much of a LEP students'

native language as necessary in order .o make certain that
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understanding is being obtained. When no one in the class-

room knows a LEP students' native language, other means for

reaching understanding must be determined.

A second mediational feature for developing LEP stu-

dents' SFP is the integration of English language develop-

ment with instruction in the academic content areas. This

is in addition 3, and not instead of, utilizing English as

a second language techniques for developing LEP students'

English language proficiency. Finally, teachers' can make

use of and build upon information from LEP students' native

cultures in order to mediate effective instruction.
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NOW THAT YOU HAVE READ THE CHAPTER:

1. Review your description of your Ideal Student.

a. Identify the parts of your description in terms of
the three competencies of student functional profi-
ciency. Did you include information about all three
competencies in your description? If not, what can
you add to your description in terms of the three
SFP competencies?

b. Did any of your Ideal Student describers apply to
more than one competency? If so, did they fit one
of the overlapping vectors between two SFP competen-
cies? Which ones? Explain this overlapping?

c. Identify which of the participation requirements of
SFP from Figure 2 you included in your Ideal Student
description. Did you leave any out? Speculate why
you may have not included them in your description.

2. Review your lesson.

a. Reflect on the instructional objectives and goals
you specified for the lesson in light of Cummins'
paradigm for second-language learning presented in
Figure 3. Did you plan for varying participation
responses of your non-LEP and LEP students? How
did you do this?

b. Was there environmental or contextua'. support which
enabled your LEP students to participate in this
activity? Describe this contextual support. Did it
occur natural)y within tha environment, or did you
have to make specific plans to be certain that it
was there? How did you accomplish this?

c. Think about your typical lesson plans. How fre-
quently do you plan to provide contextual support so
that your LEP students can participate effectively?
What kind of support appears to be most effective in
assisting your students to perform successfully?

d. Think about the same lesson in terms of the cogni-
tive demands which are being placed on LEP students.
Do they have to learn to read and understand words
in order to participate? What portion of the words
are new? Research says that monolingual English
speaking students are working at frustration level
if they know fewer than 90% of the words which they
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are expected to use to complete a given lesson. LEP
students have more difficulty using contextual clues
to figure out the meaning of words. particularly
when they are placed in unfamiliar situations. What
ways can you think of to enable LEP students to
acquire the meaning of the words they are to use?

e. Are there different activities or different support
strategies that appear to be more effective for
different LEP students? To what do you attribute
these differences?
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER ORE

1. Activities for this monograph are most easily completed
teachers currently working with LEP students. However,

this material can be used by teachers in training as well.
If you are currently not teaching LEP students, you may
complete the excercises before and after each chapter in one
of two ways: (1) Try to imagine a class of LEP students whom
you have taught, or that you have already observed; or
(2) observe a class with LEP students. These activities
will be most meaningful if they are developed through "real
life" experiences.

2. To adapt the FSI Government Rating Scale for use with
school personnel, FSI staff collaborated with staff at the
Educational Testing Service (Princeton, NJ) to develop a
comparable rating scale for academic situations. The re-
sult, the Academic (AC'rFL /ETS) Rating Scale, goes only as
high as FSI Level 3. Comparisons are as follows:

FSI ACTFL/ETS
Level Level

0 Novice Low (Unable to function in spoken language)

Novice Mid (Able to operate only in a very limited
capacity within very predictable areas
of need)

Or Novice High (Able to satisfy immediate needs using
learned utterances)

1 intermediate Low (Able to satisfy basic survival
needs and minimum courtesy requirements)

Intermediate Mid (Able to satisfy some survival
needs and some limited social demands)

1+ Intermediate High (Able to satisfy most survival
needs and limited social demands)

2 Advanced (Able to satisfy routine social demands
and limited work requirements)

2+ Advanced Plus (Able to satisfy most work reqtire-
ments and show some ability to communi-
cate on concrete topics relating to
particular interests and special fi3lds
of competence)
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3 Superior (Able to use the language with sufficient
structural accuracy and vocabulary to
participate effectively in most formal
and informal conversations on practi-
cal, social, and professional topics)

(from Liskin-Gasparro, 1983)

3. This example is from an assignment given to a class of
graduate students who teach LEP students by Dr. Sandra Fradd,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
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CHAPTER TWO

STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING STUDENT FUNCTIONAL PROFICIENCY

FOR ALL STUDENTS

BEFORE YOU READ THE CHAPTER:

1. Select a typical class task (like completing a
worksheet). What are the requirements of the task,
or the rules for completing it that students have co
follow? Which of these give LEP students the most
problems, and why?

2. Think about instructional activities in your
class. Do you group your students; if so, on what
basis? Do you encourage your students to work alone
or do You encourage them to work with others? Whet
are the decisions students make in order to complete
class tasks? On what do you focus when evaluating
students' performance: academic progress or their
behavior?

Learning in school requires far more than the cognitive

ability to process information. E'ecause schools are organ-

ized into classrooms, each with a single adult in charge of

many students, learning is organized into tasks and activi-

ties on which students can work in an orderly fashion while

the teacher monitors their performance and assists them.

Learning in this context requites the ability to inter-

act with others productively, and to know when it is all

right to work with others and when one must do the work

elcrne. It means understanding what is required to complete

tasks successfully, and knowing how to obtain feedback about

task completion when a student is uncertain about whether or
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not a task is being carried out correctly. A student who

can function successfully in this manner is said to be

demonstrating student functional proficiency (SFP).

Effective teachers organize their instruction to pro-

duce SFP in their students. Three instructional features

are particularly important with relation to how they accom-

plish this. These are: (1) the congruence among instruc-

tional intent, actual instruction, and what is learned by

students; (2) how instruction is organized; and (3) what a

teacher does during instruction to carry out instructional

intent and encourage student engagement in accurate t.sk

completion.

Instructional Feature 1: Congruence Among
Instructional Intent, Oraanization/delivery

of instruction, and Student Outcomes

Primary to understanding how to produce SFP is to

understand the relationship among (1) the /earning outcomes

A teacher intends to produce, (2) how teacher organizes

instruction in terms of the instructional demands that are

placed into motion, (3) what a teacher does during instruc-

tion to keep these demands in force and to foster competent

participation in task completion by the students, and (4)

what students actually accomplished and learned as a result.

Figure 4 illustrates this relationship.

Clarity of intent of instruction and a high degree of

teacher efficacy are important at the outset of plannina

instruction. Effective teachers can describe accurately

what is the purpose of a lesscn, both in terms of the
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Figure 4. Congruence among clarity of intent, organization
and delivery of instruction, and student outcomes
in effective instruction

I I

I CLARITY
I of
I INTENT I

I I

I I

I ORGANIZATION I

>I 6 DELIVERY of I

I EFFECTIVE I

I INSTRUCTION I

/I\

I DESIRED
>I STUDENT

I

I OUTCOMES I

immediate intent and how this fits into a sequence of in-

struction or across a continuum of skill and concept devel-

opment. They express a high sense of efficacy, believing

that their students are capable of learning and that the,

are capable of providing instruction appropriate to produce

successful learning for their students. To accomplish this,

they can describe numerous instructional strategies which

they use as options to produce appropriate student learning

Outcomes.

To carry out their instructional objectives, effective

teachers organize class tasks and instructional activities

that contain demands which support this intent. Tasks and

procedures to accomplish them are clearly specified, and

Instructional activities are organized that maximize their

successful completion as well as ensure that students are

provioed a variety of learning options and experiences.

During instruction, effective teachers maintain consis-

tency in task focus and strive for clarity of instruction in

terms of what is required to accomplish tasks successfully.
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They obtain and maintain productive engagement of students

in working for higher and higher accuracy in task comple-

tion. Timely feedback is central to knowing if a task is

being completed successfully. and they provide this to stu-

dents who frequently need it.

As a result of effectively planning, organizing, and

executing a piece of instruction, effective teachers can

describe precisely what student outcomes can be a-ticipated,

and by what means they can substantiate that these outcomes

have been achieved.

Using Figure 4 as a paradigm of instruction, an effec-

tive teacher would exhibit an A-A-A pattern. In effective

instruction, clear causiAlity exists between a teach

ability to clearly specify the intent of instruction and a

belief that students could achieve accuracy in i-,structional

tasks (A], the organization and delivery of instruction such

that task and institutional demands reflected this intent,

requiring intended student responses (A), and the fidelity

of student consequences with intended outcomes (A]. How-

ever, other patterns are possible for teachers who may not

be effective.

Consider the pattern. A-B-B. In this situation, the

teacher may have intended (A) but organized instructional

tasks and activities which, when analysed, contained (B)

demands. The resulting student outcomes are in response to

the (B] demands rather than the teacher's intent (A].

For example, as one intent the teacher may have wanted

students to learn to cooperate [A], an instructional
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objective identified frequently by teachers. However, each

student was assigned the same lesson, each had a copy of the

mum textbook, and each was provided with a fact sheet to

fill out at the desk. In addition, students were told they

would be graded individually. Although the teacher stated

that students could work together to accomplish the task,

few chose to do so. It is clear that the instructional task

and ensuing activity are (H) demands rather than [A) demands

since appropriate student responses are more likely to pro-

duce competition rather than cooperation. As a result,

students worked alone in response to the (13) demands of tne

way instruction was organized and delivered.

An A-B-B instructional pattern easily results from

instruction which is not monitored and adjusted. In Figure

4, the dotted lines which emerge from the bottom of the

instruction and outcomes boxes are intended to convey the

decision-making in which effective teachers engage when they

sense that instruction is deviating from their original

intent. Depending on when during instruction this occurs,

effective teachers adjust task and activity demands and

cycle their students back through instruction to produce the

desired outcomes. For example, if it becomes obvious during

instruction that students are not responding as intended, a

teacher can either adjust immediately or suspend instruction

for the moment and start over again another time with a new

plan. Also, if student outcomes are not those intended, or

not at a desired accuracy level, a teacher may recycle

students through another session with the same lesson (but
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different material) or design a new lesson covering the same

material.

Other instructional patterns are possible following the

same schema. Pattern A-B-A, for example, describes a teach-

er who apparently is able to communicate demands that super-

cede those which appear to be present during instruction.

This particularly is true of single lessons which are only

one segment of the history of instruction for a class.

Single instances of instruction may not reveal task class

and instructional activity demands which previously have

been negotiated. Thus, even though a teacher may assign a

separate textbook to each student, prior negotiation of

division of labor among student may result in their divid-

ing up the task among themselves. While this may not have

even been mentioned by the teacher, and therefore not have

appeared to be a demand of the lesson, nevertheless students

have responded to the demands of cooperation rather than

competition which appeared to have been established during

the lesson.

Pattern A-A-B describes a situatior in which instruc-

tion apparently is deliberately being undermined by sru-

dents. Both the instructional intent and organization/

delivery of instruction are consonant, but students choose

to respond otherwise. This pattern is produced when

students mediate instruction with their own intent and usually

is indicative of hostility on their part. A recent study at

a junior high/middle school described such a situation.

Students who normally were orderly and cooperative were
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observed to be unusually disruptive in their mathematics

class. When interviewed, they were able to describe in-

structional intent and organization/delivery that was con-

sistent with what had been observed. They attributed their

behavior to that fact that the teacher was "unfair" in his

grading; if he was not going to be "fair," then they would

not cooperate with him.

Another example of students mediating instruction is

the pattern, A-B-C. This pattern probably is more descrip-

tive of general instructional chaos, however, and probably

occurs too infrequently to warrant much concern.

At the core of understanding instructional congruence

is how a teacher organizes instruction and delivers it in

order to accomplish the intended instructional objectives

and goals and produce the desired student outcomes. This is

represented in the middle box of Figure 4 above. Two in-

structional features are involved: (1) the organization of

instruction in terms of class tasks and instructional activ-

ity. and (2) the delivery of instruction in terms oa. using

appropriate teaching strategies and behaviors.

Instructional Feature 2: Organization of Instruction

Teachers and students understand well the notion that

schools are work places. Each day axiomatically begins with

a teacher's pronouncement. "Okay, let's get to work." Stu-

dents know that if they are not working, teachers will

sanction them to "get back to work." Even when students do

not understand what it is they are supposed to be doing,
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they appear to be aware of the teacher's expectations and

try to behave as though they are working in order not to

attract sanctions, or they successfully mime other students'

behavior in order to give the impression that they know what

they are supposed to be doing.

The instructional contexts of schools throughout the

U.S. are similar. As depicted in Figure 5, an instructional

context is informed by the social and instructional goals

established by a school and reflected in its curriculum.

The majority of instructional contexts are tne classrooms in

which students spend the majority of their time, but other

schooling experiences like special interest clubs and

student government provide instructional contexts as well.

An instructional context is defined by the demands inherent

in it. For classrooms, these are class task demands and

instructkanal activity demands. Demands, of course, re-

quire that students respond appropriately in order to be

considered by the teacher to be functionally proficient.

When working on assignments, students respond to the

demands inherent in class tasks and instructional activi-

ties. When they respond appropriately, they appear to be

highly engaged, accomplishing tasks with high accuracy.

Such student behavior is perceived by tie teacher to be

competent participation in task ,:ompletioA, demonstrating

student functional proficiency. Inappropriate responses to

task demands will result in low task completion accuracy, or

in behavior which draws the teacher's sanctions.
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Figure 5. Organization of instructional context
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An analysis of class tasks and instructional activities

is presented here with regard to the inherent demands under-

lying each While class task and instructional activity

demands are the same for all students, they may present more

complexity for LEP students. Thus, the linguistic complex-

ity of such demands for LEP students must be considered as a

part of this analysis.

The Class Task Demands of Instruction

Although class tasks contain demands to which all stu-

dents must respond, some are more complex for some students

than for others for a variety of reasons, and therefore are

more difficult and require more time to accomplish accurate-

ly. Obviously. for LEP students, achieving competent parti-

cipation requires both (1) developing English proficiency

while (2) concurrently developing proficiency in accomplish-

ing class tasks. Hence, LEP students may inadvertently be

placed in instructional contexts that are more complex than

they would be for students who are proficient users of

English.

The demands of class tasks are depicted in Figure 6 in

terms of four types of demands: response mode demands, in-

teractional demands, and task complexity demands. They are

treated separately for purposes of defining and illustrating

them. During instruction, however, they occur concurrently

and interactively.

Response mode demands. Response mode demands are those

that require a student to use cognitive (information processing)
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Figure 6. Class task demands
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skills, affect' re skills, and motor (physical manipulation)

or senz,ory skills. They are traditionally depicted in term..

of skill development such as Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of

cognitive levels: from knowledge, to comprehension, to ap-

plication, to analysis/synthesis, to evaluation.

Interactional mode demands. A second demand inherent

in clans tasks is interactional mode demands require

that LEP student- understand the underlying rule structu.es

of three kinds of norms. The first is interpersonal norms,

such as rules for getting along with otners and knowing now

to interact productively with peers and adults while com-

nleting class tasks. The second is collectivity norms,

which include ..%411s such as knowing how to work alone (.ir

with others), knowing how to obtain feeiback or clarification
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concerning task completion, and knowing the rules of member-

ship in what Schlechty (1976) called a "collectivity of

individuals" such as a class in a school.

Interpersonal and collectivity norms are particularly

important for LEP students to understand in a class with 30

or so students and only 1 or 2 adults since many students

may need assistance from the adults at tie same time. In

addition, different class tasks may require a student to

interact with other children in various ways in order to

complete them. Such requirements are called process norms,

which are the third set of interactional mode demands. They

range from knowing when not to Interact with others, such as

during test-taking; to turn-taking during a teacher-led

question-and-answer session; to working as a member of a

small group, contributing to produce a single product; to

assuming the role of discussion leader.

Task comelexity demands. In addition to conveying

response mode and interactional mode demands, class tasks

also contain complexity demands. Class tasks are viewed by

students as being more or less difficult. Task complexity

demands are made on all students. with all other class

task demands, students must respond to these appropriately

if they are to achieve accuracy in task completion and, in

the process, progress toward mastery of basic skills.

Task complexity can be determined in terms of at least

four dimensions. These are the demands or risk, ambiguity,

knowledge, and procedure.
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Risk involves the extent to which a student is familiar

with the class task and can complete it accurately (Doyle,

1979). " student may ask, "Is it a task I have performed

before?" Familiar tasks tend to be low-risk tasks. Or is

this the first time a student is trying such a task? New

tasks tend to be high-risk tasks because students don't know

whether they can complete them accurately. Another dimen-

sion of risk involves the publicness or privateness of task

performance. If tasks are performed publicly, such as dur-

ing recitation, there is greater likelihood that not knowing

the answer will result in public exposure of this fact.

Ambiguity increases as students are confronted with not

knowing what is expected (Doyle, 1979). The more infor-

matio- withheld, or not understood, the higher is the ambi-

guity of a task. Tasks demanding merely memorization convey

low ambiguity in terms of task completion requirements.

Tasks which are more complex convey increasing ambiguity

directly in relation to how unfamiliar a student is with

that task.

Another dimension of ambiguity is familiarity with task

completion procedures (Mergendoller et al., 1982). A stu-

dent may ask, "Does the task require doing things I have

done previously (low ambiguity), or do I have to learn to

master new procedures in order to complete the task accur-

ately (high ambiguity)?"

Knowledge demands increase as students are pushed from

lower cognitive levels to higher cognitive levels (Tikunoff

at al., 1980). A student may ask, "How hard do I have to
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work to com the task accurately? Is memory involved

(relatively low-cognitive level), or am I required to solve

unfamiliar problems (relatively mid-cognitive level) or to

innovate and invent (high-cognitive level)?"

Procedural demands concern how many operations are in-

volv,,d in completing a task, and how many must bu accommo-

dated concurrently in order to achieve high task accuracy

(Tikunoff & Ward, 1978). Students may ask, "Am I required

to complete several operations concurrently (high-r:ocedural

level), or can I complete one operattnn at a time in

sequence (low-procedural level)?"

Obviously, based on all these demands, class task com-

plexity may vary markedly from one task to another, and

this, in turn, may impact the ability of an individual

student to complete a particular task with high accuracy.

Yet teachers may overlook some factors that contribute to

the complexity of a task. Students with relatively good

skills generally will participate competently in most class

tasks regardle 's of the demands that are involved. Con-

versely, students with poorer skills sometimes will have

difficulty when tasks include new deman:"1 'And more complexi-

ty. Sometimes, they will require more time to complete

tasks; at other times, even increased time will not auaran-

tee accuracy of task completion. To aid all students,

teachers need to attend to making tasks which are potential-

ly highly complex manageable by all students through the use

of devices like introducing only one piece at a time.
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The Instructional Activity Demands of Instruction

In addition to how class tasks are organized, teachers

need to concern themselves with how instructional activities

are structured. The to m, "activity," frequently is used in

curriculum and instruction to me!.1 what it is that students

do, or to identify the various work components of a class-

room. Such terms as "seat work," "reading groups," and

"oral reports" come to mind when thinking about instruction-

al activity from the curriculum perspective. However, from

the perspective of sociologists, "activity" conveys a mean-

ing which is both broader and more specific.

For sociologists, activity ib tied to something people

do as work, usually together. Breer & Locke (1965), in

studying what people learnei from work activity, suggested

that working on any task causes a person to develop "certain

beliefs, values, preferences specific to the task itself

which over time are generalized to other areas of life" (p.

22). Thus, it is the repetition of certain patternc of

behavior, responding to demands embedded in class tasks and

instructional activities, and rewarded by achievement and

success, which generalize such patterns to other, similar

instructional contexts (Tikunoff s ward, 1979).

The demands of instructional activity are presented in

Figure 7 in terms of seven types of activity demands.

Work content demands. Labels for various types of work

convey very different messages. "Football," for example,

differs from "mowing the grass" in the expectations one

might have in approaching these two activities. One might be
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Figure 7. Instructional activity demands
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considered to be play, while the other is considered to be

WO k.

So it is with school subjects. "Reading" conveys a

different set of work expectations for students than "physi-

cal education" or "woodworking." They know before class

even begins what sorts of class task and instructional

activity demands will be made upon them. Reading, for

example, is a basic skill and therefore will require far

more academic effort than woodworking, which requires more

manual dexterity and a willingness to obey safety rules.

Reading is serious business; woodworking is fun. Reading is

work; so is woodworking, but at least you have something to

show for it when you are done.

Students quickly learn to distinguish beJtwcen when work

content is serious and when it is less serious. They adjust

their behavior accordingly, primarily because they under-

stand the demands attendant to the various subjects offered

in school. Over the years of schooling, these expectations

are confirmed by the actual experience with participating in

the instructional activity for each content area. The less

successful one is in a given content area, the more likely

it is to be perceived as hard to do, something at which one

is less than successful, and in short, work!

Grouping demands. Two critical questions are at stake

in this dimensions of instructional activity. First, who

gets to work in a group with whom, for what content o: pur-

pose, and how frequently or over what period of time? Sec-

ond, how doss how I am "grouped" pe ;taps serve to define who
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I am? In other words, do we label children when we place

them into groups, and unintentionally communicate expecta-

tions about their ability to perform? And, by placing 3

child in a particular group, do we unintentionally limit the

options that may otherwise be available? What are the

messages cor.municated to student's by how they are grouped,

and how do the demands on their participation vary given the

grouping decisions?

These are serious questions to ask of a schooling prac-

tice that has been in existence almost as long as schools

themselves. The assignment of students tc groups takes

place at many levels in a school. First of all, students

are assigned to classes. At the elementary school level,

this may be to a single teacher for the entire year. At the

soc-ondary level, however, this usually is to a minimum of

six or seven teachers each semester, each teaching a separ-

ate content area or subject. Within classes, teachers fre-

quently group students for various activities. And even

within student groups, students may group themselves into

smaller work units.

Philosophies about grouping vary across schools and

school districts, but they generally fall into two categor-

ies: those who advocate heterogeneous groups (mixed ability

levels), and those who advocate homogeneous groups (similar

ability level fal each group). Research about grouping nas

met with mixed reactions, probably along lines of tnese two

philosophical opposites. Nevertheless, it is important to

consider the results themselves in order to understand the
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implications of grouping in schools, particularly in terms

of providing effective instructional contexts.

For example, Rist (1973) studied a group of Black kin-

dergarten children, whose teacher also happened to be Black.

By the eighth day of school in the Fall, the children had

been placed into three learning groups. The teacher's

grouping criteria were in themselves interesting. Those

with older siblings who had attended the same school were

more likely to be placed in the lower learning group. They

were joined by other children who were darker in color than

the others, spoke a sub-standard English, wore hand-me-down

clothes, or smelled "unclean." In the first grade, the

three groups remained intact and became the three reading

groups? the Tigers (high ability), the Cardinals (medium

ability), and the Clowns (low ability). By the second grade

when they were interviewed, students remained intact in the

three groups with the exception of one boy who had been

moved from the Tigers to the Cardinals because, as the

teacher explained, "Tigers are neat, and he's not." Rist

interviewed the children, and found that Clowns could tell

him what pleased the teacher ("Tigers are the teacher's

favorites") and what displeased the teacher ("Anything the

Clowns do!").

This example is worth dwelling upon precisely because

it provides dramatic evidence of the devastation of grouping

practices that unintentionally set into motion the so-called

self-fulfilling prophecy: the belief about oneself based on

others' perceptions about one across time. Other researchers
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provide additional evidence. Bossert (1979), fec example,

found that who belonged to which groups in the classroom

extended among young children to who played with whom on the

playground and in their neighborhoods. Those in low ability

groups seldom interacted in play with those in high ability

groups.

Good (1982) found that students in low-abikity reading

groups in the early Trades received very little challenge,

thus perceiving of themsel es as being unable to read. In

addition, a long-range result 'nf interacting most frequently

with only other students of low-ability in such groups was

an inability to respond to the demands of more complex

instructional at.vities. Ironically, Good pointed out that

the very strategy used to presumably help low-ability young-

sters with their reading problems -- pull-out programs in

which teachers worked with small groups of these students

outside tn. regular classroom -- exacerbated the problem.

Demands in the special reading groups were very different

from those in the regular classroom and at a much lower

level of complexity, so low-ability students were not learn-

ing to respond to high level demands that would help them

participate competently in their regular classrooms.

The impact of grouping practices in secondary schools,

in particular how students get assigned to separate curricu-

lum tracks, further limits the options available to them

later as adults preparing for the wcrking force. Kirst

(1983) and his colleagues have been investigating tracking

procedures over time at sevnral high schools. They found
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great variation in the standards applied and decisions made

about students' course sequences. Generally, students

placed in lower tracks had fewer challenges and fewer course

options. Those schools with high involvement of parents and

students in making tracking decisions, however, made for

more positive learning situations.

Alexander (1978) found that students in low-ability

tracks received markedly different and less explicit, less

challenging forms of instruction in their classes when com-

pared with the classes of higher ability students. Confrey

& Good (in progress), inquiring in seventh-grade English and

mathematics classes, found that low-ability students re-

ceived instruction that was fragmented 1:. terms of content,

often mystifying to the students, repetitious in terms of

skills covered, and containing low quantities of theory, so

that students seldom were exposed to more powerful or inte-

grating mathematics concepts. Lanier et al. (1981) con-

firmed the emphasis on repetitious dril2 in low-ability

classes when compared to high-ability Algebra classes. In

addition, they found that teachers explained the purpose of

what they were learning to low-ability students far less

often than to high ability students.

Information from these and other studies suggests that

many questions need to be addressed to grouping practices in

schools. Particularly when the objective is to provide

effective instructional contexts for all students, it would

appear that grouping practices might result instead in the
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very inequities schooling practitioners are trying to re-

solve. s

Comeetition/collaboration demands. An enduring argu-

ment among schooling practitioners is the degree to which

schools promote independence among students rather than

collaboration. How instructional activities are structured

will pr -duce in students one behavior or the other as an

appropriate re-sponse.

Whet a schooling experience demands that students work

independently, the properties of competition are more likely

to be in operation. On the other hand, when a schooling

experience contains demancis that require students to work

with each other in order to accomplish tasks, then the

properties of collaboration are more likely to be in opera-

tion. The difference in the demands of a competitive

instructional activity and a collaborative one is the degree

to which an individual piece of labor must be divided among

several per.ons for the purpose of its completion.

The two sets of demands produce very different behavior.

Sayles (1958) found that

The internal structuring or work operations
... affects significantly the behavior char-
acteristics of a group. That is, the rela-
tions between members prescribed by the flow
of work processes are a critical variable
shaping the internal social systems of a
group. (p. 42)

And according to Bossert (1979), "These variables account

for differences in group cohesion, interdependence (or inde-

pendence) among members, and the propensity of group action"

(p. 5).
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Obviously, if one is to participate successfully as an

adult in society, one must learn the conditions under which

independent behavior or collaborative behavio: are required.

In addition, however, one must learn to respond to the de-

mands inherent in each if one is going to be perceived as

participating competently. The question that schooling

practitioners must address with relation to these two sets

of behaviors is. "When are students involved in schooling

experiences that will teach them independence, and when are

they involved in schooling experiences that will teach them

collaboration?"

An examination of the extent that division of labor is

required in schools reveals a perplexing situation. On the

one hand, a goal frequently encountered in the rhetoric of

schools is that of producing both independent and collabora-

tive behavior in students. Yet, the demands encountered by

students in the way their schooling experiences are organ-

ized result in expectations that they probably will learn

only independence.

For example. textbooks are issued to each student, who

is independently responsible for covering the material as-

signed. Students ale given individual worksheets and desk

assignments, take tests and examinations individually, and

receive rewards (grades) or punishment (sanctions) individ-

ually. If one were promoting collaborative behavior in-

stead, the demands would be very different. Each student

might be re;ponsible for only a portion of a reading assign-

ment and required to teach the others the contents of his or
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her portion. Worksheets and other assignments woJ1d be

designed such that labor was divided in completing tasks,

such as groups being formed to learn a particular concept or

develop an area of expertise which they would ten be held

responsible for teaching all others in a class. Measurement

of accomplishment would be on group success, rather than on

individual performance, and rewards (or sanctions) likewise

would be based on group performance.

This example is presented for illustrative purposes

only. Obviously, economy of effort must be taken into con-

sideration 'then designing schooling experiences, and there

are many areas of learning which require independent effort.

Granted that this is the case, the question for schooling

practitioners then becomes, "When and how do schooling ex-

periences create demands to which students can only respond

with behaviot that will eventually teach them the skills of

collaboration?"

Perhaps as important is a second question, "Are some

students more likely to learn under conditions which promote

collaborative behavior rather than under conditions which

promote independent behavior?" A frequent observation of

researchers is that the rules of discourse in some cultures

require or allow collaboration in learning tasks, particu-

larly among siblings. The Hispanic students in Tikunoff

(1983) and his colleagues' study worked in pairs as a natur-

al activity in their classrooms, helping each other with

assigned tasks. Slavin (1980) and his colleagues have been

interested in this process, and have in fact designed
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curriculum with demards that require students to collabccate

in order to complete tasks. Particul,:ly when providing

equitable schooling opportunity for all students, schooling

practitioners must account for when the skills of with

independence and collaboration are taught.

It is not a mattet of either independence or collabora-

tion, but rather when will students be required to respond

to demands which will teach them the skills of both? And,

one might add, when in each school day, each school year,

and across a students entire schooling exporionco -- for the

process of learning skills such as these require frequent

repetition of their use in response to demands. Ultimately,

if only the skills of one or the other -- independence or

collaboration -- are taught, is an effocive instructional

context being provided?

Optional choice demands. A frequ'ntly stated public

expectation is that students will develop a sense of respon-

sibility, taking the initiative in making decisions and

acceptinr! -esponsibility for the results. Generally, this

is interrreted to mean that, as a result of their schooling

experiences, students will know how to choose from among

options, Including what the consequences of their choices

might be. At the optimum, they will be inner-motivated,

often achieving arc-i.,lishment beyond required work or the

expectations of others.

Given that assuming responsibility for one's actions is

a desired outcome of schooling, ono must ask, "What are the

demands in schooling experiences which require that stua.nts
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respond with behavior which will produce such characteris-

tics of 'responsibility'?" At the base of fostering this

behavior is the ability to make decisions, yet an exam-

ination of the typical schooling experience suggests that

students more frequently are expected to respond to pre-

scribed directions rather than to make decisions on their

own.

One way to demand that students accept the responsibil-

ity for choices they must make is to provide them with op-

tions among which they must choose. Within schooling exper-

iences, seven options become p)ssible if they are structured

into the system of instructional activity demands. These

build from the work of 8ossert (1979) any Tikunoff et al.

(1980). They are:

1. Ord r: In what order will prescribed tasks be com-

pleted? Possibilities range from prescription by the teach-

er (no options) of a sequence in which tasks must be com-

pleted at one end of a continuum, to complete freedom by the

student over the order in which tasks may be completed

(many options).

2. Pacing: How much time optically must be devoted to

complete a task successfully and with high accuracy? In

some situations, pacing may need to be completely under

control of the teacher; no student may move to the next task

until given instr-ctions to do so. In other situations,

however, pacing might be negotiable, particularly if several

tasks are, underway concurrently. In this case, an under-

standing must exist of the optimal time one can spend on a
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task, and the t'me by when it is expected to be completed.

Many teachers increase options in this area by negotiating

contracts with students which include, among other things,

the time by which a task will be accomplished.

3. Products: Does everyone have to produce the same

product, or is there some latitude for choice among ..everal

p055 bilities? Frequently, the product is expected to be

he same for all students (e.g., knowing the multiplication

tables.) This is particularly true for instruction in the

basic skills. In many other areas of the curriculum, how-

ever, products may range from book reports to lengthy term

papers. Given the instructional objective, demanding that

students select from a range of choices of a product that

will demonstrate that knowledge has been acquired offers an

unusual challenge for students. In addition, options for

product select'on also provide students with a range of ex-

periences in producing a variety of products over time in

school.

4. Learning strategies: Are there multiple learning

strategies that will achieve the same instructional outcome?

If so, offering students opportunities to select from among

these also increases the likelihood that instructional

objectives will be achieved. When learning strategies are

made available that are more consonant with students' learn-

ing styles, they are more likely to use them. Strategies

can range from working independently, to working in pairs,

to working in groups of ttree or more. They include things

such as how to accomplish a class task, what procedures to
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use, who to draw upon as resources (or whom to tutor in an

area one knows well), and so forth.

Frequent allusions are made among schooling practition-

ers to the differences in learning styles that may exist

among students from different home cultures. Offering mul-

tiple learning strategies for achieving the same instruc-

tional outcomes ought to accommodate many of these differ-

ences.

5. Public participation: Does everyone have to parti-

cipate in all instructional activity, and if so, is partici-

pation expected to be public? Frequent activity in class-

rooms is public participation in recitation: reading cir-

cles, or reading aloud; reciting the times tables, or re-

sponding to the teacher's math problems, either at the seat

or at the chalkboard; giving oral reporter; pronouncing or

spelling words; answering the teacher's questions. All of

these are instructional activities common to classroom

learning. They potentially contain two important demands

for students from minority home cultures: (1) they require

that students perform individually in public, and (2) they

require chat students reveal the extent of their knowledge

about a subject.

For multicultural settings, these two properties pre-

sent potential problems. In many Native American cultures,

for example, the individual is never sinoled out in public

for any reason, so teachers use recitation strategies like

whole-group recitation, where everyone reads aloud at once

or calls out an answer as a group (Goodman et al., 1981).
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And, in other cultures it sometimes is considered rude to

"show-off" ors's knowledge. These considerations should be

accommodated when public participation, is an instructional

activity demand.

6. Materials: Is a single textbook the sole source of

information, or are many sources and materials available

from which to make a selection? Multiple sources of infor-

mation allow teachers to select from among them in order to

provide variety to accommodate the varying learning capabil-

ities, personal interests, and other strengths of the stu-

dents in a given class. Similarly, the availability of a

wide range of materials for completing a product increases

the experiential options fcr students. A frequent criticism

of schools perceived to be less effective is the limited

availabilty of materials such as these. Inasmuch as school

district budgets are impacted by purchases of instructional

materials, a decision to commit funds must build from sound

rationale for their need. Providing sufficient materials to

make available several options as described here is equally

as important for designing effe,:tive instructional contexts.

7. Language: Is it policy that only English is USW:i

fcr instruction, or may a student's native language be used

(particularly if a teacher is fortunate to possess that

language as a resource)? This issue relates not only to

instructional settings which are officially bilingual educa-

tion classes, but to those wherein another student may be

bilingual but the teacher is not. If a student does not

understand English terminology, s/he cannot be expected to
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participate competently in instructional activities. Often,

the availability of a second language accomplishes the im-

mediate necessity of translation, which in turn allows a

student to continue with a task. Tikunoff (1983) found that

the ability of a teacher to provide this translation func-

tion contributed to developing a student's English profi-

ciency as well.

Teacher evaluation demands. What is the purpose of

evaluation in a classroom, and how is it accomplished, pub-

licly or privately? What is the foc!is of evaluation, and

who receives what kinds of a teachers' evaluative comments?

These are questions which examine the core of a main class-

room activity.

Evalation is an ever-pres. .t feature of classroom

1:fe. Jackson (1968) illustrated its importance to a stu-

dent:

Every child experiences the pain of failure
and the joy of success long before he reaches
s,:hool age, but his achievements, or lack of
them, do not really become official until he
enters the classroom. From then on, however,
a semi-public record of his progress gradually
accumulates, and as a student he must learn
to adapt to the contin'icd and pervasive spirit
of evaluation that will dominate his school
years. (p 19)

Dreeban (1968) suggested that universalism and specifi-

city were two principles that children learn as a function

of schooling, and Bidwell (1972) identified moral socializa-

tion as one important outcome of schooling. All throe of

these outcomes result from the process of students defining
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themselves by accumulating information about how they are

perceived by others.

A major source of this information is the teacher, who

constantly interacts with students, monitoring their work

and providing feedback. It is the student, however, who

determines the consequences of feedback. Students perceive

that feedback is either positive or negative, evaluating

their performance in the classroom. Performance, of course,

can be with relation to academics or deportment, since both

determine whether or not a student is participating compe-

tently in the instructional activities by judgment of the

teacher.

As a general operating principle, academic feedback

which seeks to achieve accuracy is perceived as helpful,

while feedback about one's behavior is usually perceived as

being critical about who we are rather than about what we

are attempting to accomplish.

With respect to evaluation, teachers are in a vulner-

able position. Order must be obtained in a classroom or

instruction cannot take place, yet to obtain order, teachers

frequently must sanction students to get them back on-task.

Effective teachers manage classroom instructional activities

such that behavioral disruptions are minimal and easily

resolved. Those who are less than effective in managing

their classes set into motion potential consequences of

their evaluations which aro unintended.

Five aspects of classroom evaluation are present and

operating structurally, based on the work of Jackson (l968),
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Dahllof (1971), and Bossert (1979). How these are manifest-

ed becomes critical to successfully obtaining equitable

schooling opportinity. They are:

1. The publicness of evaluation: Is evaluative infor-

mation for an individual student presented so that everyone

in class can hear? Or is it private, either in written

form, conducted in a private place, or whispered to a stu-

dent so that only s/he can hear it?

2. The focus of evaluation: What is being evaluated:

academic work, student participation in instructional activ-

ity, or students' personal characteristics? (And, cne can

add, how do we know which of these is perceived by a student

to be the focus of evaluation?)

3. The recipient of evaluation: who is being eval-

uated: an individual student, a group of students, or the

entire class?

4. The quality of evaluation: Is emphasis on positive

or negative aspects? Is evaluation comparable or non-com-

parable (to others, or to some other standard)?

5. The language of evaluation: In bilingual instruc-

tional settings, which language is used for evaluative

statements, English or a student's native language? Which

language is used more frequently for praise, and which for

sanctions?

Evaluation in the form of public statements made by the

teacher or other supervising adult is an important issue in

providing effective instructioAal contexts. What information

we have suggests that teachers more frequently give feedback
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concerning student deportment to low-achievers, and feedback

concerning academic progress to high-achievers (Blumenfeld

et al., 1979; Cood, 1983). In multicultural settings, some

research suggests that students of minority cultures receive

behavioral sanctions more frequently than those of majority

cultures (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1975). Given

this evidence, schooling practitioners would be wise to

investigate the nature of aspects of evaluation described

here in their own settings.

Work completion dt_dands. Frequently, instructional

contexts require that students be dependent upon others (ot

others be lependent upon them) to (a) perform certain as-

pects of a task, (b) finish using materia3s, or (c) wait for

further information from the teacher. In addition, indepen-

dence can be curtailed by work content, group composition,

and the amount of collaboration required.

Such interdependency of work completion factors is an

important consideration in designing schooling experiences

since one can inadvertently cancel one demand with another,

or cause demands to be in conflict, by how task completion

requirements are constructed. For assuring effective

instructional contexts, one needs to be cert.'in that the

interdependent nature of these demands, if they exist, are

understood.

Linguistic demands. The seventh instructional activity

demand is important primarily to teachers of LEP students.

In a bilingual instructional setting, the language used by

the instructor (or an instructional aide) is an important
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instructural feature. Numerous messages about acceptable

forms of communication and students' status within the

classroom are projected by the language used for instruc-

tion. Alternation between English and a student's native

language also conveys messages about how that student may

function in the class, as well as whether or not it is ac-

ceptable to use one language instead of the other. In addi-

tion, because the primary objective is to develop students'

English proficiency, teachers need to take care that use of

one language or the other in the variety of situations sug-

gested by the activity structure dimensions above does not

potentially convey negative evaluation or result in deleter-

ious effects.

Instructional Feature 3: Effective iostruction

An important element of instruction is what an effec-

tive teacher actually does during instruction. Multiple

studies of effective basic skills instruction have identi-

fied similar strategies used by successful teachers to im-

prove the performance of their students on classroom in-

structional tasks. These so-called teach,ng effect4veness

characteristics have consistently related to increased

learning gains for students as measured by tests of academic
1

achievement in reading and mathematics. As a result of

this body of work, the following generalizations can be

made.

First, a teacher who is effective makes a difference.

Students who receive effective instruction lerform higher
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than expected on academic tests of achievement in reading

and mathematics.

However, there appear to be no generic teaching skills.

Given different instructional contexts, teachers will use

different instructional strategies to produce similar stu-

dent results. Factors which contribute to varying instruc-

tional contexts include things such as students' personal,

social, and academic characteristics; the nature of subject

content, curriculum, and materials; and so on.

When findings from various studies are aggregated at a

higher level of generality, certain clusters of teaching

behaviors consistently relate to increased learning gains

for students when measured by academic tests of achievement
2

in reading and mathematics.

The term most commonly Jsed for effective instructional

behavior such as that described above is "direct instruction,"

or as Good and Grouws (1979) called it, "active teaching."

Good (1983) elaborated can his preference for this choice of

terminology, indicating that it conveys interactiveness

between the teacher and the s- udents. For this reason, it

is the preferred term for use in this monograph.

The ability to communicate effectively is the first

component of active teaching. The. effective teacher clearly

specifies the cutcomes of Lestructional tasks and how to

achieve them. Giving directions accurately, specifying

tasks and how students will know when they have completed

them successfully, and presenting new information in ways
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that will make it understood are all central to insuring

that students have access to instruction.

A second active teaching behavior is obtaining and

maintaining students' engagement in instructional tasks.

This requires considerable management of classroom activity:

resolving potential disturbances, keeping students' atten-

tion from wandering, and pacing instruction appropriately.

In addition, however, teachers must maintain their own task

focus, promote students' involvement in instrucv:ion, and

communicate their belief that students can accomplish tasks

successfully.

A third active teaching behavior concerns the regula-

tion of students' accuracy in completing instructional

tasks. Effective teachers monitor students' work frequent-

ly, providing immediate feedback to ensure that students

know when they are achieving accuracy or how to achieve it.

It is important to note the emphasis here on the immed-

iacy of providing feedback. Students who are not achieving

accuracy or who are participating in instructic 1 activity

inappropriately need immediate information in order to alter

their strategies or behavior. Otherwise, they run the risk

of repeating inappropriate behavior, continuing to make the

same errors, or continuing to use ineffective strategies.

Summary

Developing student functional proficiency for all

students requires that teachers incorporate three general

instructional features into their instructiooal contexts.
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First and foremost, teachers must be certain that con-

sonance exists among the intent of their instruction; the

demands inherent in the organization cf instruction in terms

of class task and instructional activities, and in the way

thay behave while they are instructing; and the desired

outcomes for students. As we have seen, only when such

consonance exists can we be certain that teachers are devel-

oping student functional proficiency and that students,

therefore, are learning what is intended to be learned.

Second, teachers must understand the nature of the

class task and instructional activity demands they have

placed into operation. By virtue of what they require that

students do during instruction, they create demands to which

students must rIspond appi-Ii.,riately if teachers are to con-

sider that they are participating productively in instruc-

tion. Through repetition of responses to the same demands,

students learn through the structure of instruction as well

as from the content of lessons. Thus, teachers have great

control over developing student functional proficiency by

the demands inherent in the class tasks and instructional

activities they assign to their students.

Finally, effective teachers utilize sategies and

behavior during instruction which ensures that their stu-

dents understand what is expected in terms of class tasks

and how to accomplish them successfully. They obtain and

maintain student engagement in working p::,,ductively to ac-

complish assigned class tasks, and they monitor their
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students' progress and provide appropriate feedback with

relation to class task completion.

These three instructional features are present in

classrooms of effective teachers and are necessary to

developing functional proficiency in all students. In

addition. there are strategies teachers use for producing

SFP in their LEP students. This is discussed next.
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NOW THAT YOH HAVE READ THE CHAPTER.

1. Review the class task you selected at the beginning of
this chapter.

a. Briefly, list the objectives and plans vou made
before you assigned the class task. Then, outline
the instruction you provided, and list the direc-
...±ons you gave to the student:. Finally, describe
what stederts did during the lesson. Do these ,:lf7ns
'3): placing arpropriate information into one of three
olumns:

Objectives/
Plans

Instruction/ Student
Directions Performance

b. Review Cummins' ideas of contextual support and
degree of cognitive involvement inherent school
tasks and activities (Figure 3 in Chapter 1). Did
you supply information concerning the context so
that LEP stueents clearly understood the class task
requirements and your expectations? How did you do
th4.s?

c. Did you observe some students seeking assistance
from others? Did students have a choice in how to
seek assistance? How did you about their
behavior at that moment? What '4as your response to
that behavior?

d. Did you specify exactly how to complete the class
task? Did you provide more than or way to do this?
If so, did students understand that they could se-
lect from among optional ways to complete the class
task?

e. Review yo lesson in terms of your list from la
above. Is there congruence between your original
objectives and pwr instruction? among your objec-
tives, instruction, and student nerformance? Which
of the fo-lowing inst.-:ctional paradigms most close-
ly fits your lesson:

Objectives/
Plant'

Instru' Aon/ Student
Dirac. d Performance

A< >A<
A< >S<
A<
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f If your lesson was not an A-A-A instructional pat-
tern. can you account for what went wrong? Can you
identify areas where you may need to clarify either
your plans or -sour instruction? Can you specify
additional ways in which you can monitor students'
performance so that it can be modified before they
have completed a class task unsuccessfully? Can you
provide additional ways for students to obtain feed-
back on class task completion when you are personal-
1 unable to monitor their performance?
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER TWO

1. Research into what makes for effective basic skills
instruction in the classroom has resulted in identifying
several characteristics of instruction which are more
effective. When interpreting the!;e findings, it is
important to keep several things in mind.

First, "basic skills instruction" means instruction in
reading and in maetematics. Since achievement tests in
these two skill e.reas are the most frequent, and such
studies rely on a form of measuring students' performance,
it is not surprising to learn that researchers pick reading
and math. These are also the two areas which concern policy
deciders the most.

One way of dealing with th,s information is to limit
its interpretation to (1) instruction of an entire classroom
full of children (2) in the ins.ruction of reading and
mathematics only. Thus, it is not axiomatic that this
information is 'iseful for addressing effective instruction
in any area nther than the ones included in tl-Le studies.

Second, "effectiveness" in mot of these studies is
defined by higher-than-predicted performance of students on
some test of academic achieveirsrt, usually in reading or
mathematics. No other student outcome 'easures have been
repeatedly used or similarly reported across the instruc-
tional effectiveness studies. Thus, it iL. not clear how
higher-than-predicted student performance or such measures
rela.es to increased self image, higher confidence of one's
ability to perform increas4r71y more complex instructional
telsks, the ability to ng with others, becoming a good
citizen in a democrati )ciety, and other s%udent outcomes
frequently found in school curriculum guides. ,Nnother
factor is that scores usually are combined. Thus, they are
reported as means, or average scores, for an entire (..1....
Thus it is usally not clear whether increased performance
is the re It of all students doing better than predicted,
or if only tho high ability (or low ability) students did
better. The student outcomes for this set of effective
instructional strategies, then, should be perceived as re-
sulting only in the outcomes reported in the studies them-
selves, namely higher-than-predicted performance of students
on tests o! achievement in reading and mathematics. No other
outcomes st uld be expected nor advocated.

Thir.J. another aimension ,f "effectiveness" relatas to
where the instructional strategies were found. Classes that
did better-than-expected dere compared with those that did
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poorer-than-expected on tests of reading and mathematics
achievement. The resulting instruct; mal strategies most
frequently were found in classes where students did better-
than-expected, and less frequently found in the classes in
which students did poorer-than-expected. Thus, considerable
confidence ion the research world has been placed on pre-
dicting that students will perform better on tests of read-
ing and mathematics achievement when their teachers utilize
effective instructional strategies. Subsequent studies have
proven that this is tne case.

2. For further information about studies of effective
instruction at the elementary school -evel, see Stallings E.

Kaskowitz, 1974; Soar E. Soar, 1972; McDonald E. Elias, 1976;
Tikunoff, Berliner, E. Rist, 1975; Brophy & Evertson, 1974,
1976; Fisher et Al., 1978; Good E. Grouws, 1979.
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CHAPTER THREE

STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING STUDENT FUNCTIONAL PROFICIENCY

FOR LEP STUDENTS

BEFORE YOU READ THE CHAPTER:

1. Take an inventory of what you do to help
students who are having problems. Select four non-
LEP students in your class. For each, list what
problems they have with class tasks. Then tell what
you do to help them complete class tasks success-
fully.

2. Think about the LEP students in your class.
What sorts of problems have you observed them having
with completing class tasks or engaging in instruc-
tional activities. What sorts of thinris have you
tried to help them achieve success is class task
completion? What has worked best for you? Talk
with others; what have they have tried thAt works?

As we have seen, like all students, those who are LEP

must respond to the same instructional demands inherent in

class tasks and instructional activities. To produce appro-

priate student performance with relation to these, thereby

developing SFP, effective teachers have been found to util-

ize similar strategies for all kinds of students. In addi-

'lion, because LEP students bring a challenging linguistic

dimension to classroom instruction -- namely, varying ci--

grees of English proficiency along with differing cultural

norms and values -- effective teachers of LEP students have

been found to utilize additional strategies in order to

mediate ffectivs instruction.
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Mediation of instru-tion is particula ly important to

obtaining SFP. Effective teachers a:complish this by dif-

ferentiating instruction to accommodate the varying needs

and learning characteristics of their stun ncs. Both their

own instructional behavior and the structure of class tasks

and instructional activities are altered in order to accom-

modate their students' particular learning characteristic3

and needs, personal or cultural characteristics, and lin-

guistic characteristics. In essence, they mediate between

the principles of effective schooling experiences and their

students' particular characteristics in order to obtain SFP.

This prir.ciple was observed frequently in a recent

study of successful bilingual teachers, 'he Significant
i

Bilingual Instru-_,onal Features (SBIF) desciptive study.

Fifty-eight teachers were nominated by their peers and oth-

ers as among the most successful bilingual instructors at

their sites. Their basic skills instruction was observed

all day over ten observer days of school. Data were col-

lected concerning what they did during instruction, as well

as how four target LEP students in each class participated

during instruction.

In addition to providing the characteristics of effec-

tive instruction described in Chapter Two, each instructor

was obEPrved to make frequent use of three mediational

strategies. These three stratecies serve as the focus for

this chapter. All three strategies are relevant for all

teachers of LEP students, not just those who are bilingual.
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Thus, information is provided about how non - bilingual

teachers can make use of all Lhree mediational stratagies.

Mediation of effective instruction for LEP students is

depicted in Figure 8. Three instructional features serve as

mediators: (1) the use of both LEP students' native language

(L1) and English (1,2), (2) the integration of English-

language development with basic skills instruction, and (3)

the use of information from the LEP students' culture.

Jdiat]onal Feature 1: tne of Two Lancuaces
to Mediate Effective Instruction

The language of classroom instruction is a special lan-

guage. For students, it requires understanding not only new

concepts a.id new information, but knowing the ritt:als of

classroom life and how to participate competently Ln in-

structional activity. As we have seen, competent student

participation requires decoding and uoderstanding task de-

mands and expectations and obtaining feedback regarding

accuracy in tasks and how to achieve it. When the primary

mode for instruction 1.1 English, LEP students are at a de-

cided disadvantage. In a sense, they are denied access to

instruction unless some provision is made to ensure that

they understand what is Laquired.

One way that effective bilingual teachers mediate effec-

tive instruction in order to ensure that LEP itudents had

access to instruction is by using 1.1 some of the time for

some of the content for some of the stndente. In the SBIF

descriptive study, for example, although it varied across
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Figure 8. Mediation of effective instruction to produce SFP for LEP students

DIMENSZONS OF
EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION

Provide consonance among
instructional intent,
("c9anization/delivery ,3f
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sites, across grade levels, and with relation to the lesson

focus, English was used for instruction approximately 60

percent of the time, and LI (or a combination of LI and L2)

approxiraately 35 percent. In addition, teachers alternated

langyages relatively frequently when the situational context

required it in order to achieve understanding, usually for

"instructional development" (50 percent of the time) and

"procedures/directions" (about 33 percent of the time).

Thus, when it appears that when a LEP student (or a group of

them) does not understand instruction in En lash, effective

bilingual teachers use LI to achieve clarity.

Teachers who are not bilingual, or whose other languaoe

is not one spoken by their LEP students, may use several

strategies to accommodate this feature.

For example, in one school some LEP students were

recently-arrived Vietnamese with very little if any English

pr- ficiency. Vietnamese teacher assistants with some Eng-

lish proficiency were hired and placed in their classes to

work alongside the Vietnamese students, providing transla-

tion and interpretation If the teacher's instruction when-

ever it was required. As a result, these students were able

to understand the requirements of class tasks. They also

were able to seek assistance or to get feedback from the

teacher assistants, and frequently used them to translate

when they needed assistance from the teacher.

This same process was established in another class

using other students ins ad of teacher assistants. In this

case, LEP students represented three language groups. The
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teacher, who was bilingual in English and Spanish, matched

students by languages, seating newly-arrived students with

those who had developed some proficiency in English. In

addition she carefully communicated her expectations that

the more English proficient students were to help their

assigned newly-arrived students with understanding and com-

pleting class tasks. Because new students enrolled in the

school at different times during the school year, this

system was needed and appeared to be a natural part of the

instructional system in this classroom.

What appears to be critical is that LEP students who do

not. understand instruction in English are provided transla-

tion in theil. regular classroom during the time they are

engaged in responding to the demands of class tasks. In

this way, they learn the lesson content as well as develop-

ing student functional proficiency. Concomitantly, English

skills which are developed relate both to concept develop-

ment and to learning appropriate responses to class task and

instructional activity demands.

In contrast, students wno are taken out of their regu-

lar classrooms to obtain (a) assistance with English acquis-

ition, or (b) to complete class tasks with a person who

speaks their Ll, are required to respond to very different

class task and instructional activity demands. Learning in

a tutorial situation does not require learning to respond

appropriately to the demands inherent in class tasks when

one is a member of the collectivity called a class. In

addition, their absence during any portion of instruction in
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the regular classroom raises the risk of missing important

information and skill and knowledge development.

At another school, teachers recognized this problem.

They complained that their LEP students, who were token out

of their regular classrooms in order to work with teacher

assistants who could speak their language, had a difficult

time learning to manage instructional tasks when they re-

turned to the classroom. In addition, they reported that

LEP students who were pulled out of the classroom frequently

missed instruction that was critical to their concept devel-

opment.

As a result of interacting with teachers who had oarti-

cipated in the SBIF study at a meeting concerning the "pull-

out" issue, they determined that it was better to keep LEP

students in their classes. when thay returned to school,

they convinced their principal to place the teacher assis-

tants in their classrooms. A follow-up discussion with a

few of the teachers reveaiad greater satisfaction with this

approach. They believed that LEP students progressed much

more quickly toward devt 'ping student functional proficien-

cy when they remained a part of the regular class and per-

sons who could translate and interpret for them were brought

into the regular classroom. In addition, the teachers re-

ported that LEP students' English proficiency developed more

quickly. They attributed this to the increased time in the

regular classroom which, in turn, required the students to

learn increasingly more English in order to negotiate class

tasks.
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Mediational Feature 2: Intearation of Enolish-
lanai:ace Development with Basic Skills Instruction

Instructional language is used to specify, describe,

and communicate tasks to be accomplished, what the product

is zo look like, how to achieve the product, and so forth.

Students learn the language of instruction when engaged in

class tasks using that language. Thus, if one intended

outcome of instruction is to develop LEP students' English-

language proficiency so that they can ultimately function

competently in monolingual-English instructional settings,

then such proficiency is best developed with relation to

learning the language of instruction while learning to par-

ticipate competently in completing class tasks.

Such an approach to developing English-language acquis-

ition was utilized by the teachers in the SBIF descriptive

study. Regardless of formal instruction in English-language

skill development, like English-as-a-Second Language (ESL)

instruction (either in the regular class or on a pull-out

basis), these teachers also integrated English-language

development with regular basic skills' instruction. For

example, following instructional events when teachers were

observed to alternate between English and Ll to achieve

understanding of a concept, they interrupted instruction in

order to drill brle2ly on using new English terminology for

concepts and new information related to the content they

were covering. Later, they would practice English

terminology, apparently to reinforce English-language devel-

opment.
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This is a mediational feature which can be used by both

bilingual and monolingual instructors of LEP students. Al-

though LEP students received intensive instruction specif-

ically aimed toward developing their English proficiency,

such as English-as-a-second language (ESL) instruction,

teachers in the SBIF study also built English language

developmen demands into their regular instruction. This

required LEP students to respond in English, and to utilize

increasingly more complex sentences.

Teachers seldom missed an opportunity to extend a LEP

student's language development. When students used their Ll

to answer a question, teacher- responded by saying, "Right.

Now can you say that in English?" Students were encouraged

to respond using complete sentences rather than single

words. When teachers monitored work in progress, they fre-

quently intervened in Llsbut changed the language to English

before completing an explanation.

Along these lines, it is interesting to note that such

approaches to students' language development is riot a usual

focus for teacher training. When it is included in the

teacher training curriculum, it usually is required only for

the preparation of bilingual or early childhood teachers.

However, techniques and strategies for developing students'

language can be useful for instruction at all grade levels

and for all types of students. Teachers of young children

understand that when they are teaching concepts, they also

are teaching language.
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In that the skills of language development can pe

taught to all teachers, it would be a salient staff develop-

ment focus for teachers in all schools. Obviously, such

training is particularly important for teachers in schoois

serving significant portions of LEP studen*s. In addition,

in a given school, teachers might plan together to ensure

that curriculum across grade levels attends to developing

concomitant English language in LEP students. In this way,

regardless of the availability of instructional personnel

who can use LEP students' Ll for instruction, commitment to

and capability for developing LEP students' English profi-

ciency can be attained among members of a school faculty.

Mediational Feature 3: Utilization of Ll Cultural____
Information During Instruction

Effective teachers of LEP students frequently made use

of their understanding.of LEP students' home cultures to

promote engagement in instructional tasks. This was tne

third important way in which effective instruction was med-

iated. Teachers' use of cultural information took linguis-

tic as well as nonverbal forms in three ways: (1) responding

to or using Ll cultural referents to enhance instruction,

(2) organizing instructional activities to build upon ways

in which LEP students naturally participate in discourse in

their own home cultures, and (3) recognizing and honoring

the values and norms of LEP students' home cultures while

teaching those of the majority culture.
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Responding to, Using Ll Cultural Referents

Frequently during instruction teachers used information

from the LEP students' home cultures to mediate effective

instruction. These "cultural referents" took both verbal

and nonverbal forms to communicate class task and instruc-

tional activity demands. Teachers both initiated such be-

havior and responded to it when it was initiated by a stu-

dent. An example is:

Following a severe reprimand during which
a teacher described her behavior as "grasp-
ing the boy's arm," the teacher said, gently,
"Now, mijito, you know better than that."
When asked to explain the possible meaning
of this action on her part, the teacher
stated that this term of endearment ",..00k
the sting out of the sanction," thereby sav-
ing face for the bov in front of his peers.

This example was in a class in which the LEP students'

native language was Spanish. The term, "mijito," is derived

from "hijo" (son) with the diminutive, "-ito," added. The

result, "mijito," roughly translates into "little son."

Among Hispanics, the term conveys fondness and belonging-

ness, and female teachers at the Hispanic sites frequently

were observed to assume a maternal authority role in their

classes, speaking to their students as they woul3 to their

own children. This was particularly true in the classrooms

of younger students, who responded positively. Similar

examples of the use of Ll cultural referents were observed

in the study for other ethnolinguistic groups.
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Organizing Instruction to Build Upon
Rules of Discourse from the Ll Culture

In their homes, children learn the rules of discourse

naturally. This allows them to participate socially with

other members of the family. It is by virtue of this con-

stant interaction with others in their environment, of

course, that children learn. When a child is a member of a

family from a minority culture, the rules of discourse may

not transfer easily and be as useful for discourse In

school. However, researchers have fc,und that when the

school environment accommodates the rules of discourse from

the Ll culture, learning is more likely to occur naturally

(Philips, 1972; Mehan, 1979).

Given that instruction in U.S. schools is in English,

it naturally follows that the rules of classroom discourse

reflect those of the majority culture, communicated in the

class task and instructional activity demands which underlie

classroom instruction. Because they frequently differ from

LEP students' cultural rules of discourse, this factor,

coupled with insufficient skills in using English, can deter

LEP students from participating competently in instructton

until they understand and master the class rules of discourse.

Teachers in the SBIF study mediated classroom rules of

discourse for LEP Students by observing and integrating the

rules of discourse from the Ll culture into the way in which

instructional activities were organized and how LEP students

were encouraged to participate in them. For example, in

Hispanic cultures older children are assigned the responsibility
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of caring for their younger siblings. This fosters coopera-

tion as a mode for accomplishing home tasks. In classes

where Spanish was Ll, teachers utilized this information by

frequently structuring demands into their instruction to

which appropriate responses required working cooperatively

with other Ftudents. Students were allowed to talk with

each other as they worked, and to help each other with task

completion.

Another example of using this mediational strategy is

drawn from the Navajo classes. Navajo teachers wera careful

when assigning students to reading groups. Following Navajo

cultural norms, boys and girls from the same tribal clan

were not assigned to the same reading groups. In Chinese-

language bilingual classes, teachers knew that studen_s

would complete tasks and await further instructions from

them, rather than proceed automatically to other seat work.

Thus, they built into their instructional organization ways

to accommodate this culturally-specific student participa-

tion characteristic.

Many such examples of observing and incorporating LI

cultural rules of discourse into instruction were recorded.

As indicated, some of these varied from one ethnolinguistic

group to another.

Observing Values and Norms of the LI Culture

In that classroom rules of discourse in U.S. schools

are based on those of the majority culture, it follows that

the rules and norms which underlie class task and instructional
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activity demands are those of the majority culture as well.

Thus, LEP students frequently are confronted with responding

to classroom instructional demands which convey values and

norms tnat may be in conflict with those of their home

cultures.

Teachers in the SBIF study were concerned that LFP

students understand and lsarn to observe the values and

norms required to eventually participate competently in

monolingual-English instructional settings. At the same

time, however, they were also concerned that LEP students

not perceive that, when the values and norms of the majority

culture were in conflict with those of the home culture, a

priority of "rightness" might result by inference.

This concern is depicted in the following evant from a

class in which LI was Cantonese. The teacher uses a value

from the LI culture, embarrassment from losing face, as a

cultural referent to shape students' behavior as they pre-

pare for a public performance.

In preparing her class for a public perform-
ance before their parents- a teacher told her
class that they must make a positive presen-
tation of their behavior. "If parents see
you laugh on stage, you will lose faces" she
admonished. "That's disastrous!" When stu-
dents continued to act up, she added, "If
you're laughed at, (then] I'll lose face!"

Making Use of Information from
a LEP Student's Native Culture

Utilization of information from a LEP student's LI

culture to mediate effective instruction is another media-

tional featute that may be used in all classrooms. Of the
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58 teachers who participated in the SBIF study, all but five were

both bilingual and bicultural. The other five, however, had

acquired a second language and lived extensively in the

country of that linguistic origin. Therefore, these teach-

ers could draw upon information from their LEP students' Ll

cultures in order to mediate effective instruction.

Three kinds of cultural information were used: cultural

referents, participant structures, and norms and values.

Information for all three have been provided in a variety of

ways for use by all teachers of LEP students who are not of

their culture.

For example, one school district had experienced a

recent influx of large numbers of Vietnamese children. The

district curriculum coordinator decided to develop a wr _ten

document which explained and described various facets of

V.etnamese culture. She used as her sources of information

one of the teacher assistants who was fairly fluent in

English. Together they interviewed parents to gather infor-

mation about how children learned at home, what experiences

they had previously had in schools in Vietnam, important

holidays and celebrations, linguistic information, and so

forth. The result was the publication of a manual dealing

with descriptive information about the Vietnamese students

and their home cultures. Subsequently, she has worked with

teachers of these students to develop instructional strate-

gies that build upon this cultural information.

Another example of this sort of acti,ity transpired in

a high school in New York City with a large Chinese student
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population. One of the teachers was a native speaker of

English whose L2 was Chinese. She had lived and traveled

extensively in China, and was respected by her peers. The

principal of the school encouraged her to take leadership in

developing a publication for non-Chinese :speakers which

described the varieties of Chinese languages and dialects,

and presented some of the cultural differences between going

to school in the U.S. and in a Chinese-speaking nation.

This publication is now in its second revision. The teacher

continues to add relevant new information in response to

questions other teachers ask.

These two examples illustrate how cultural information

about LEP students can be gathered and shared. In addition,

faculties can plan together to determine what facets of this

information can be utilized to design curriculum and

Instruction for LEP students. Information of this sort is

particularly important when LEP students at a given school

are from a variety of ethnolinguistic backgrounds. Because

their cultures will vary, aspects of instruction that are

intended to build upon cultural information can be expected

to vary. In addition, of course, it is important to review

such information and to update it whenever necessary in

order to avoid unnecessary stereotyping of behavior. Some

division of labor among a faculty makes this task feasible

when several different language groups comprise the LEP

st.udent population.
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Summary

In addition to instructional strategies that can he

utilized for developing student functional proficiency in

all students, teachers also have available to them at least

three mediational strategies to help produce SFP for LEP

students.

One of these -- using some of the LEP student's native

language for instruction in order to achieve clarity -- can

be used by teachers who are bilingual and adotpted by teach-

ers who are not. The other two can be used by all teachers

of LEP students. These are : (1) integration of English

language development into instruction in the content areas,

and (2) use of information from LEP students' native cul-

tures to mediate effective instruction.

All three are necessary to provide effective instruc-

tional context!! for LEP students. How they can be incorpor-

ated into one's existing instruction is the subject for

Chapter Four.
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NOW THAT YOU HAVE READ THE CHAPTER

1. For each of the two groups of students whom you des-
cribed before you began to read this chapter, group
their difficulties in terms of time allocation, diffi-
culties with language, social or cultural differences,
and other general descriptors. Compare the two groups
of students (non-LEP and LEP) Are their descriptors
similar or different? What conclusions can you draw
about how to change your instruction to accommodate their
problems?

2. Did you observe differences in LEP students' perform-
ances during class task completion that may be cultural-
ly related? What are some of these differences? What
impact do they have on LEP stuoents' participation in
instructional activity? What problems do they "reate
for your the teacher?

For example, one common monitoring device teachers util-
ize during instruction is maintaining eye contact with
students during recitation. Many teachers ask us to help
them make their LEP students understand the importance
of maintaining eye contact when speaking to another
person. However, in the culture of some LEP students,
maintaining eye contact in this fashion is considered
to be rude. In this instance, a teacher must decide if
maintaining eye contact is instructionally necessary for
a LEP student, or if the teacher must learn about such
cultural variations in order to develop different
expectations for some LEP students.

2. Teaching concepts requires teaching language. Many
teachers are unaware that they are doing this, and so
they sometimes forget to provide linguistic information
(definitions, vocabulary, sentence structures, etc.)
necessary for LEP students to be able to manipulate and
use concepts.

a. Select a lesson that you plan to teach to your LEP
students. Review the lesson in terms of vocabulary.
What words will your LEP students not k: ow? To
test whether or not they know these words, before
you introduce the lesson ask students to use the
words that will appear in the lesson. Similar les-
s(Jr1 analysis and student preparation needs to be
accomplished for new or difficult sentence struc-
tures, like past tense. If students have an oppor-
tunity ahead of time to learn to use new vocabulary
and structures which will appear in a lesson, they
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will experience less difficulty in participating in
the lesson and in 'earning its content.

b. In planning future lessons, how can you provida
instructional time for LEP students to practice new
vocabulary and structures? About how long does it
take your LEP students to learn to usn new language
and structures? How well do they remember nes.: words
and structures from day to day? What does this
reveal about the necessity for repetition and pr:...-
tice? How cAn you plan for this?

3. Teachers haw, experienced success when they make use of
information from the native_ cultures of their LEP stu-
dents in designing instruction. This is more readily
accomplished when teachers are familiar with their LEP
students' native cultures. With re--act to this media-
tional feature:

a. If you are not from the same cultural background as
year LEP students, how can you obtain information
r.b0Ut their culture? Are there teachers at your
school who are native speakers of LEP students'
firs': languages? Hi', you talked with them abou*
specific techniques which they use during instruc-
tion? Are there special or unusual strategies they
use to organize instructional activities or to es-
tablish class task demands?

b. Have you ever visited the homes of your LEY? stt.-
dents? Did you notice anything that could help you
mediate instruction? How was the home organized?
How did people living there interact socially? What
behaviors, if any did your LEP students display in
the home that they had not displayed in school?
Compare the differences, if any between the home
and school environment in terms of how children and
adults interact with each other. Is there informa-
tion from this contrastive analysis which provides
you with some ideas you can use to mediate instruc-
tion? If so, what kinds of strategies can you use
which are new to you?

c. Have you over invited family members of your LEP
students to your class to teach something about
their culture? If so, what planning was requirei
ahead of time? Were there cultural differences
between the way your students responded to this
person and the way they respond to you? Were there
important ways in which this person responded to the
students that differ from your own responses? If
30, what do you make of these differences?

d. When you have tried some new ways of mediating
instruction for your LEP students, select a friend
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who is alsz, a teachet. Dest-ribft) what you have tried
to do, and why, to this friend. Invite her/him to
observe your class, and to do two things:

1). Ask to 1>e observed during instruction. Have
your friend list the wage you successfully
mediate instruction for your LEP students.
Also have her/him list opportunities you missed
for mediating instruction, or some other things
you might. try.

2). After the observation, ask your friend to re-
phrase what is mediation of instruction, why it
is important, and how it is accomplished.

Now take this information back to your classroom and
use it to monitor your own behavior. What can you
say about mediating instruction that you did not
know before?
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER THREE

1. The study cited is the Significant Bilingual Instruc-
tional Features descriptive study conducted between 1981-83.
Six national sites in tho first year, and nine in the sec-
ond, each serving diftrent ethnolinguistic populations of
LEP students, provided the sample of teachers and their
students. The study was conducted under Contract No. NIE-
400-80-0026 from the National Institute of Education as an
activity of the U.S. Department of Education's Part C Bilin-
gual Education Research Agenda. .information from the study
which appears here is not intended to reflect official
policy of NIE or the U.S.D.E.

In addition to over 40 technical reports produced, the
study is reported in W.J. Tikunotf, Applying Significant
Bilingual Instructional Features in the Classroom, Rosslyn,
JA: National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education, 1985.
Information reported here has been selected from various of
these publications.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ANALYZING AND MONITORING YOUR INSTRUCTION TO PRODUCE

STUDENT FUNCTIONAL PROFICIENCY

BEFORE YOU READ THE CHAPTER:

1. Taps record a lesson that you teach to your LEP I

students.

2. Taps record their interactions during their 1

participation in completing the class task(s)
which you have assigned.

1

NOTE: It is important that students understand 1

what is your objective. Explain it to them, and
obtain their permission before recording. Encour-
age them to act natural during the lesson. If you I

have access to a video recorder, using it will pro-
I

vide even more information. You may have to tape 1

several lessons, and let students observe or listen I

to themselves, before you can capture typical in-
struction and student participation behavior.

1

Learning in classrooms requires that students develop

skills and understandings that enable them to complete class

tasks accurately and engage in instructional activities

productively. A student who can do these things successfully

is functionally proficient in school learning.

Chapters Two and Three lay out specific strategies that

teachdrs can use to develop SFP in all their students.

Novisivor, it is one thing to know what has to be done, and

quite another to now when what one intends has been put

into operation. How can you know when you have successfully
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placed the dimensions of effective instruction into opera-

t,on in our classrooms?

The key seems to reside in the ability to perform two

major functions of teaching: analyzing instruction and

monitoring/adjusting instruction. Both functions can be

seen in terms of the congruence of instruction paradigm

presented in Figure 4 and repoated here:

I I I I I I

i CLARITY ORGANIZATION I 1 DESIRED 1

!
of I >1 & DELIVERY of ! >1 STUDENT 1

I INTENT I I EFFECTIVE
I I OUTCOMES 1

I I I
INSTRUCTION

I I

I I I

/I\ I I

I /I\ \I/
I I I

i I I

I I I

Analyzing instruction requires, first, that you

establish the intended outcomes for students. What do you

intend that students will be able to do as a result of

participating in instruction in a lesson? How will you know

when they have "learned?" In other words, what evidence

will you accept that students have accomplished what you

intended through participation in instruction? For teachers

of LEP students, the evidence for learning must go beyond

oral replication of sounded words and focus upon whether or

nov.they are completing class tasks with high accuracy.

Second. to achieve these outcomes for our students,

have you planned appropriately? Have you selected appropriate

curriculum for what you intend our students to learn? Is it
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appropriate in terms of issues like content, students' abil-

ity levels. LEP students' English proficiency with relation

to the assigned class tasks and increasing this proficiency,

developing student functional proficiency, and so forth?

Third, have you organized class tasks and instructional

activities that convey the appropriate and intended demands?

Will accurate completion of assigned class tasks and

productive engagement in prescribed instructional activities

produce the sorts of student responses you had intended?

Fourth, what will you do during the act of instruction?

What instructional features will you use generally, and what

mediational features will you use in addition (and for which

students)?

Monitoring/adjusting instruction requires, first, moni-

toring students' performance in class task completion and

instructional activity participation. Do students under-

stand what is required, and are they working toward accom-

plishment productively? Are they grasping new information?

Is instruction paced at the right level and speed?

If the answer to any of these questions is, "No," then

the task is to adjust instruction. This is described in the

instructional congruence paradigm above by the dotted lines

and arrows emerging from beneath the throe boxes. Whenever

something is not "going right." teachers must cycle back and

make changes. During instruction, they can change class

task or instructional activity demands, or they can change

their own instructional strategies and behavior. Or, when a

lesson is not going well at all and more drastic adjustment
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Is necessary, a teacher may choose to suspend the lesson and

go on to something else. This means returning to the "drawing

board" and rethinking and redesigning the lesson, then trying

it another time.

These are some of the issues that effective teachers

resolve as they go about the task of instructional analysis

for purposes of planning appropriately, and monitoring in-

struction as it progresses in order to make appropriate

adjustments. The discussion that follows focuses on each of

these aspects cf effective instruction in terms of appro-

priate outcomes for LEP students.

The Art of Analyzing Instruction

The central issue in attaining congruence of instruc-

tion is planning appropriately. This means analyzing what

is needed in terms of scudent performance outcomes, and

assessing where students are with regard to achieving this.

It requires that teachers be able to understand beyond the

content areas of instruction, and to analyze the class tasks

and instructional activities in terms of the inherent de-

mands. As we have seen, it is these demands to which stu-

dents respond as they participate in instruction. Only by

analyzing t.s class tasks and instructional activities we

propose to assign can ,de reach full understanding of what we

are asking students to do.

With regard to LEP students in particular, have you

analyzed the class tasks you will assign and the instruc-

tional activities you will structure? If so, are there new
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words or concepts with which some students may not be famil-

iar? How can you plan ahead of time to make sure they will

be able to understand what is required?

Information from Chapter Two can be used as the basis

for analyzing instruction you are preparing. The questions

raised are questions which you can use each time you prepare

a piece of instruction. In addition, there are three areas

of concern for analysis that are prerequisite to planning

instruction. These are: (1) How will you integrate English

language development into the regular content area instruc-

tion? (2) How can you teach critical thinking skills even es

you are developing LEP students' English language proficien-

cy? (3) How will you know that instruction you have planned

aligns with what is in the textbooks and materials and what

will appear on end-of-the-year student achievement tests?

Integrative Language Development

Typically. instruction toward developing proficiency in

the English language has been provided through procedures

classified generally as teaching English as a second lan-

guage (known variously as TESOL, ESL, and ESOL). Specialist

teachers who have training in these procedures utiltze

strategies adapted for use with teaching English to adults.

ESL instruction may be provided by the regular classroom

'teacher. or by another teacher outside the regular class-

room. While these are fruitful and necessary instructional

strategies. however, they are limiting with relation to

providing LEP students with language specific to and
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necessary for engaging successfully in class tasks and

instructional activity.

Effective teachers of LE? students, in addition to

providing formal instruction %n ESL, work toward integrating

English language development with instruction in the various

content areas (Tikunoff, 85). In this way, LEP students

learn the language related to and required for successfully

completing class tasks with high accuracy.

Negotiating class tasks and participating in instruc-

tional activity in classrooms requires that students be able

to seek and obtain feedback directly related to accuracy.

If a student does not know how to accomplish a class task,

s/he must know how to obtain information that will help.

This requires not only proficiency in the language being

used for instruction, but ar understanding of the rules of

discourse in use in a given classroom and :he teacher's

norms for participating in instructional activity. For LEP

students, this means either having enough proficiency in

English to accomplish this successfully, or participating in

instructional activity which is designed to obtain such

proficiency.

Thus, instruction to develop English language profi-

ciency must feature the characteristics of both formal ESL

instruction and the integrative language development ap-

proach. It is not a question of one over the other; both

are necessary, since each develops LEP students' language

skills in different but critical areas.
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To date, training teachers in ESL procedures is an

acknowledged activity. Training teachers in the integrative

language development approach, however, has not been a focus

for staff development of teachers intending to instruct LEP

students. When such training Ls available, it is usual for

the training of early childhood teachers only. in particu-

lar, elements of the integrative approach can be found in

naturalistic programs for the teaching of reading to young

children, such as the language experience approach. It is

not surprising, in fact, that the most successful teachers

of LEP students have considerable background and knowledge

in these and similar procedures. Sufficient information

exists to get these skills in the hands of teachers who will

be charged with developing tne English language of LEP

students. What is required is the development of training

to do this, and this is a topic beyond the scope of this

monograph.

A second and related topic here, however, is the utili-

zation of second-language learning strategies as the basis

for developing second-language teaching strategies. A re-

cent study identified strategies that students use to learn

a second language, and procedures have been devised to

instruct teachers in their use (O'Malley et al., 1985).

While this body of work is still in its formative stage,
'

nevertheless there are implications for teachers of LEP
1

students.
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Critical Thinking Skills

There is a tendency to believe that students who cannot

road or are otherwise skill-deficient (LEP students in-

cluded) cannot engage in higher order cognitive instruction.

At least in terms of what is provided in the curriculum for

such students, we can conclude that considerable time is

spent in lower order skill development, and that repetition

of drilling in developing these skills is the usugl treat-

ment.

For example, tlexander et al. (1978) found that stu-

dents in low-ability tracks received markedly different and

less explicit, less challenging forms of instruction that

students in higher ability tracks. Good (1982) learned

that continued contact with such instruction, as well as

interaction during instruction with others like themselves,

resulted in the inability of low-ability students to respond

to the demands of more complex class tasks. Lanier at al.

(1981) confirmed this, and found emphasis on repetitious

drill for low-ability as compared with high-ability stu-

dents.

Developing English language proficiency would seem to

infer the concomitant dvcl.op of linguistic strategies fc,:

processing and communicating information. At the same time,

the inability to fully comprehend and manipulate c language

Joss not necessarily mean an attendant disability to handle

complex thinking tasks. Just as w integrate the develop-

ment of Englis'l language skills into the content we are
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teaching, we can also integrate the development of critical

thinking skills into what we do during instruction.

The development of critical thinking skills is particu-

larly relevant for the teaching of :eading. Researchers who

have analyzed expository :ext (such as that fo.ind in reading

textbooks) have identified patterns of presentation of ma-

terial. From these Fattecns it has been possible to label

and devise strategies that readers can utilize to comprehend

what messave is being conveyed in the text. Constant inter-

action of the reader with the text using these analysis

strategies makes it more possible to transfer such analytic

thinking to other areas of learning.

For example, Meyer (1975) identified six patterns used

by authors to communicate concepts and to establish rela-

tionships among them. All of these can be fount: in any

collection of critical thinking and all can be the

focus of teaching for comprehension. These are attributive

(identified by signals like "to be," "to have," "is a char-

acteristic of"); adversative or compare/contrast (identified

by signals like "is simile.r to," "on the other hand," "how-

ever, "but," "like," "likewise"); covariance or cause and

effect (identifievi by signals like "causeF," "affects,"

"leads to." "thus," "produces," "consequently"); temporal

sequence/process (identified by signals like "then,' "he-

fore," "after," "earlier," "prior," "subsequently"); re-

sponse or problem solution (identified by signals like "the

problem is," "what was done was"); and definition or xam-
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pies (identified by signals like "is deft.ted as," "means,"

"such as," "that is," "for instance").

Similar schema have been developed by others and appear

frequently in teachers' editions of reading textbook series.

They provide a way for teachers to help their students "map"
2

their way through a piece of text. Strategies like brain-

storming (semantic mappAng) prior to a story to be read can

provide students with a list of words and concepts whicn can

be generated by a class and listed on the chalkboard. If a

picture in the text is not provided, teachers can start this

activity by asking students to recall an experience or

situation similar to the one about which they are about to

read. Another strategy frequently advocated is "bridging"

ootween students' prior knowledge and new information they

are about to receive (or have already read).

All of these strategies can be carried over content

area ins,..ruerion, particularly when we consider that text-

books and materials still provide the primary basis for

conveying information. The primary goal in teaching content

is to help students to master concepts anc! relationships.

Restaino- Baumann (1985) that a major way to accomplish this

when instructing LEP students is to constantly relate con-

cepts from L2 to LI. At the same time, it is important to

focus on deveLoping new words in L2 for concepts already

acquired in Ll. She recommends all of the strategies above
3

for teaching critical thinking to LEP students.

Summav. It is impossible to summarize all of the

critical thinking strategies that have been developed for
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use in the classroom. As suggested, many of these alreaay

exist in the teacher's editions of reading textbooks.

What is critical to understand is that these are in-

structional strategies for all stuaents, and not just for

those of high ability. In particular, it is critical that

they le used with LAP students as they are acquiring English

language pro..iciency so they can acquire critical thinking

skills as one practical function of the English language.

Only then can we expect them to be able to use English at a

problem-solving level of proficiency.

Curriculum Alignment Icsues

As we have seen, one mark of an effective teacher is

-he ability to obtain congruence among instructional intent,

the organization and delivery of instruction, and student

outcomes.

This is achieved through understanding at the outset

what are the intended student performance outcomes, and

planning instruction to create the demands that will produce

these outcomes in response. In addition, much information

is obtained about students' prior experiences with similar

instructional demands so that teachers can build upon these

or plan for development of those that require it.

Another way to describe what an effective teacher ac-

complishes in this analysis and planning process is the

alignmont of curriculum. Curriculum alitrment can be per-

ceived along many dimensions with respect to both content

and process. Traditionally, curriculum specialists have
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concerned themselves with course ccntent in terms of learn-

ing objectives, instructional procedures to be used to ob-

tain them, textbooks and other materials to be used in

support of instruction, and evaluation procedures to verify

that learning objectives have been attained. Issues have

centered on sequencing curriculum in a logical fashioi,

providing means whereby a given student can cycle through

the curriculum, and providing appropriate instructional

materials and strategies in support of reaching these ob3ec-

tives.

While these continue to be enduring issues in curricu-

lum, alignment has taken on an extended meaning, par:71cular-

ly as we have gathered information about the varying effects

of the same instructional experiences on different popula-

tions of students. Federally financed educational programs

for children at risk, which began in the late 1950s and

early 19605, have provided data that suggest that the same

curriculum will not necessarily produce similar results

Across varying populations of students. When these are

v.Ludents who already are labeled as being somehow "educably

deficient" (i.e., they don't perform like they "should"),

further venue is added to the argument that schools

apparently are not providing equal education for all

students.

Among those students who traditionally have fallen into

the group identified for compensatory educational support

are LEP students. Several curriculum alignment issues are
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relevant for designing, analyzing, and ad)usting instruction

for them.

At the outset, on-. myth needs to be exposed. Frequent-

ly, when confronted with not having covered material with

some students, teachers respond, "How can I teach him that

when he can't read?" Or, in the case of LEP students, "If

he can't speak English, how can I teach him

While there is considerable evidence that the ability to

read textbooks and other instructional materials when they

are in English enables students to perform well in a given

subject area, reading and writing in English is not the

issue here per se.

Instead, what IL: at stake is equity. If we believe

that all students are entitled to the right to free and

equal access to educational opportunity, then how can this

be provided when "opportunity to learn" has as prerequisites

high reading scores and proven literacy? Particularly for

instructing LEP students, the instructional problem is how

to present instruction effectively in content areas when we

know ahead of time that some students do not possess these

prerequisites. Anything short of addressing this issue is

merely paying lip service to a belief in the principle of

equal educational opportunity. Hope exists by those exemp-

lary teachers who have been able to provide such instruction

successfully during the interim Evriod when LEP students were

acquiring English proficiency.

curriculum alignment across a given Year. At issue

here is whether or not the curriculum in a given content
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areas supports the instructional objectives identified at

the outset of the yer . At least three issues are at stake.

Do the textbookf and other materials cover material that is

congruent with the instructional objectives? For the most

part, content covered in classrooms is determined by which

textbook is used and by how it is used. Research indicates

that although many teachers do not teacher exclusively from

textbooks, most do not alter the scope, annual sequences, or

emphasis of instruction planned for a given comprehensive

textbook series (Buchanan et al., 1976a; Porter et al.,

1979; Helms & Graeber, 1975). That is, teachers may vary

from the instructional approaches prescribed in the teach-

er's edition of a textbook series, but they rarely move

content across grade levels or even within grade levels.

Nor do they stray from the sequence In which material is

presented in the textbooks. In making such decisions, how

confident are you that the textbooks and materials you have

selected cover material that is congruent with the intended

curriculum for the year?

Do the achievement tests your students will have to

take measure what you will be teaching? Evaluation studies

have shown that practical significance is a difficult meeis-

urement problem. Too frequently. content covered in a class

over the period of a year, at least as represented in text-

books and materials, bears little relationship to .he meas-

ures of school effects which are provided by end-of-the-year

testing. What is required by evaluators is an intimate

knowledge of the content covered and the emphasis given to
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various content areas sc that these will be the focus of

measurement (Porter, et al., 1978; 1979). Otherwise, a

teacher's only alternative is to "teach to the test" in

order to ensure that students will perform well.

Do all students -- including LEP students -- cover the

same materiaA in textbooks and other materials? If there is

differential selection of material to be covered for various

students, then there is a likelihood that for some students

there will be "holes" in the sequence of information covered

for the year. Not only does this deny them information

crucial to performing well on achievement tests, but it

potentially creates a negative across-years effect (Buchan-

an, 1984; Fetters, 1981). This happens because teachers

each year assume the total curriculum was covered the prev-

ious year; for some students, such decision making can

result in vast "holes" in sequences of information. Milazzo

(1981) found that students from low-income families tended

to have more periods of below-grade level instruction (some-

times called, "reviewing"). They tended to not cover all of

their textooks, or to complete different chapters in their

textbooks than other students. The tasks of aligning cur-

riculum for a given years then, must focus on establishing

congruence between what is intended to be lwirned in terms

of instructional objectives, what is taught in terms of

textbooks and other materials, and what is tested in terms

of the items on achievement tests and their number with

direct relation to curriculum emphasis.
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Curriculum alignment across years. The problems raised

above for curriculum alignment across a given year of in-

struction are compounded across two or more years when

"holes" in sequences of information are present. A dramatic

example illustrates what can happen.

Milazzo (1981) identified such a hole in second grade

mathematics instruction. Typically, second grade students

are exposed to the principle of conserving in subtraction

(carrying a quantity from one column to another) at the end

of the year. Textbooks assign the topic to the last chap-

ters, and teachers allocate instruction on the topic to the

last weeks of school. In reality, however, Milazzo found

that some teachers never got that far, or if they did,

instruction in the topic was assigned to only the top mathe-

matics students. Even then, although instruction was

cursory in effect, low-achieving mathematics students never

received instruction in conserving when subtracting. In

addition, analysis of later textbooks in the series found

that the topic was not introduced again until early in the

fifth grade textbook when the same principle was required

for subtracting with fractions!

Those who have participated in attempts to articulate

curriculum across grade levels can contribute countless

examples like this one. So long as content to be covered is

dictated by what is contained in textbooks and other in-

structional materials, and when teachers are not engaged in

working together to analyze instruction and to coordinate it

across grade levels, such examples of misalignment will
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continue to abound. What is required is that an entire

school faculty reach agreement on these issues. Not coinci-

dentally, this factor is precisely what characterizes effec-

tive schools from others. In addition, in effective

schools, the role of instructional leadership to obtain this

outcome is assumed by the principal.

In the case of instruction of LEP students, the person

most familiar with curriculum alignment, both across a given

year as well as across grade levels, frequently is the ESL

teacher or resource person. When this is the case, creative

means must be found to encourage the regular classroom

teacher to include appropriate curriculum in the instruction

planned for LEP students. Frequently as well, regular

classroom teachers need assistance with techniques and in-

structional strategies for teaching LEP students. Only in

this way can any assurance of alignment across grade levels

be obtained.

Curriculum alignment across instructional settings.

Here concern is for two kinds of across-setting alignment:

(1) across instructional settings in the same school, and

(2) across schools as instructional settings. However, the

same issues apply for each.

A frequent instructional treatment for students at risk

is the provision of support services. When these are re-

source teachers and resource rooms, instruction for a great

many students is delivered on a pull-out basis. Throughout

the day, students leave their regular classes for per ods of

time to receive supplementary instruction by resource teachers
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In another setting. Further, depending on the number of

supplementary services available, the same students may be

pulled-out of their regular classes m,ce than once each day.

When this occurs, several issues are at stake.

Are the class task and instructional activity demands

in the two (or more) settings congruent? Or are students

being asked to respond to different demands? The discussion

in Chapter Two concerning class tasks and instructional

activities raised a number of issues with regard to making

certain that demands align with what are the intended

learning outcomes for students. Are these the same demands

they encounter when they leave the regular classroom and

enter a resource class? If not, then students are being

asked to respond to vastly different demands?

Particularly for LEP students. this is a critical is-

sue. The language of instruction, as we have seen, is tied

to the class tasks and instructional activities in which

students engage. A major aim of acquiring English language

proficiency for LEP students is for the purpose of success-

fully engaging in regular classroom instruction. Common

sense would tell us that a given student has a better chance

of acquiring such proficiency when s/he is present in the

regular classroom. When s/he is somewhere else, for what-

ever reason, there is a chance that a different repertoire

of responses is being developed. Unless a careful analysis

of the class task and instructional demands across these

various instructional settings reveals that the demands are

similar, no assurances can be assumed with regard to a LEP
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student developing English language proficiency that will

enable successful participation in regular classroom

instruction.

A second question must be asked whenever a student is

absent from the regular classroom: I; es s/he miss out on a

piece of instruction which is critical? In other words,

while students are out of the ragular classroom, is the

teacher providing instruction which the absent student is

denied? If so, is instruction in this area critical, either

to skill development or to performance on achievement tests?

Is a potential outcome of being absent from instruction in

the regular classroom a "hole" which is left in a sequence

of information in a content area?

Finally, who gets to leave the regular classroom and

who gets to stay? Do only the low-achieving students get

pulled-out of reguiz.r instruction? Is there a potential

labeling effect that follows students who leave the regular

classroom for special instruction elsewhere? Kirst (1983)

and his colleagues, for example, found that options for

pull-out students in later years of school diminished di-

rectly in proportion to their participation in such pull-out

programs. To be identified as a low-achieving reader in the

fifth grade predicted that by the high school a student

would be "tracked" into a nonacademic course of study. For

LEP students, it is critical to distinguish between English

proficiency and subject matter proficiency so that opportun-

ity to take academic subjects is not automatically denied.
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Summary. It is clear that issues of curriculum align-

ment impact all students. For the LEP students, however,

they become even more critical. In particular, if being LEP

predicts that a student will be denied instructional oppor-

tunities, then the schooling options for advanced study are

diminished. Only when we are certain that curriculum is

aligned in the ways suggested here can be be assured that

equity of educational opportunity is being provided.

The Art of Monitoring and Adjusting Instruction

Effective teachers monitor what is happening during

instruction. They monitor their students, constantly moving

about the classroom. keeping students productively engaged

in instructional activities, and providing immediate feed-

back to those who need help in order to complete class tasks

accurately. They strive to produce student perform.nce in

class task completion that is high both in engagement and in

accuracy. And they monitor themselves in terms of maintain-

ing appropriate task focus and managing time efficiently.

This last Arariable, time, has received considerable

attention recently. Legislators and school board members

want to increase it, assuming that increased time will

result in increased student achievement. In fact, this was

a key recommendation of the U.S. Department of Education's

National Commission on Excellence in Education. Educators

caution. however. that merely increasing time does not by

itself ensure increased student achievement. As Karweit

(1985) pointed out in her report to the Commission, it just
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might be that the quality of time in terms of the level of

instruction, and not just the amount of time, influences

learning the most.

Regardless of its current vogue and the notoriety it

engenders, it is difficult to discount the effect of time on

the daily lives of teachers and students. Jackson (1968),

for example, estimated that an elementary school student

accumulates a little more than 7,000 classroom hours by the

time s/he graduates from the sixth grade. At the rate of

180 days per year and 360 minutes each day, school accounts

for the single most sustained activity in which a sti it is

engaged outside of sleeping. Thus, as Jackson pointed out,

"From the age of six onward he is a more familiar sight to

his teacher than to his father, and possibly even to his

mother" (p. 5).

How can we gauge the effect of time on student achieve-

ment? Most recent research in this area has built on Car-

roll's (1963) model, which looks at learning as a function

of time needed and time spent, although most empirical

studies have focused only on the latter (Karweit, 1985).

Time has been measured variably -- hours in a day, days in a

year, minutes of instruction, attendance -- and attempts

have been made to relate student use of this time to

achievement. The assumption has been that the more a stu-

dent is engaged productively in learning, the more likely it

is that s/he will increase her/his achievement. Is it any

wonder, then, that policymakers would make the leap to

increasing time in order to increase .3tudent achievement?
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It is important to understand how time functions in

instruction in order to counter such a proposition. A

concept which is helpful for this purpose is Academic Learn-

ing Time (ALT) which was developed by Fisher at al. (1978)

in the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study. To determine ALT

for a given student, one must gather information about three

variables: the amoit of time allocated by the teacher to a

subject area, the amount of time a student is engaged in

completing tasks in this subject area, and the proportion of

this time a student is achieving high accuracy in task

completion. Fisher and his colleagues established that ALT can

be observed during instruction, can be measured repeatedly.

and cor ,tes positively with student achievement.

ALT was a student variable used in the Significant

Bilingual Instructional Features (SBIF) descriptive study.

Using an ALT scoring form and a stop watch, data were

obtained for four target LEP students during each classroom

observation in all 58 c'asses in the study. These observa-

tions took place during basic skills instruction (reading,

language arts, and mathematics) across three full school

days in each class. By combining the scores for all target

LEP students, average amounts of ALT for the 232 students in

the sample can be considered (see Figure 9).

The first bar in Figure 9 indicates that across all 58

SBIF classes, teachers allocated an average of 128 minutes

per day to basic skills instruction. If this total amount

of time seems it is important to remember that classes

in the study were predominantly from Kindergarten through
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Figure 9. ALT in reading/language arts and mathematics
for target LEP students, Part I of SHIP Study

Allocated time
(128 minutes
per day)

//////I******I
////// ******I

Engagement rate:
.82

(105 minutes
per day)

Percent time on
high accuracy
tasks: .80
(84 minutes of
ALT per day)

sixth grade, with an oversampling in the early grades. The

school day for younger children tends to be shorter than

others, thus limiting the time available for instruction of

any sort. Further, only actual time spent on instructional

cl ss tasks was recorded as allocated time. Time spent

getting ready for lessons, making transitions between les-

sons, or handling discipline problems was not counted.

Hence, the average time of 128 minutes per day for basic

skills instruction seems reasonable.

The middle bar in Figure 9 represents the average

amount of time the target LEP students actually were engaged

in completing assigned class tasks during basic skills in-

struction. This does not include time when students were
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doing something other than what they were assigned, or when

their attention was drawn away from the task at hand.

Across all 232 target LEP students on the average, they were

engaged 82 percent of the time. Thus, of the 128 minutes

allocated to basic skills instruction, target students spent

an average of 105 minutes p:*rticipating productively in

completing assigned class tasks.

For all target students, observers first recorded the

amount of time a student was engaged in completing the

assigned class tasks, and then recorded the portion of this

time that student was being accurate. As indicated by the

third bar in Figure 9, of the 105 minutes target LEP stu-

dents were engaged in task completion, they were completing

assigned class tasks accurately 80 percent of this time, or

84 minutes on the average. This amount of time is referred

to as Academic Learning Time since it represents the portion

of available instructional time during which students were

productively engaged in completing class tasks in basic

skills instruction with high accuracy.

This amount of ALT is relatively high compared to ALT

achievement of elementary school students in prior studies

(Fisher et al., 19'R; Fisher, 1976; Stallings & Kaskowitz,

1974). In the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study, for exam-

ple, students in second and fifth grade monolingual-English

classes achieved ALT for less than half the time allocated

to instruction in reading and mathematics (Fisher et al.,

/978).
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Using the three variables of ALT -- allocated time,

student engagement, and accuracy -- it is possible to raise

some critical issues for the instruction of LEP students.

Time Allocation

Of the three ALT variables, allocated time is the one

over which teachers have the most control. Of course, there

are things an effective teachers does to encourage student

engagement and accuracy, but how well students achieve is as

much a function of their own motivation and ability, and

teachers have limited control over such factors. Time allo-

cation, however, is both quantifiable and controllable.

Even so, a teacher might have to collaborate with ,thers to

obtain maximum control over available time.

In the ALT example provided above, allocated time was

what was left for instruction when time for noninstruc tonal

purposes was subtracted from total time available. The

resulting time, 128 minutes, was allocated to instruction in

reading/language arts and mathematics. In the BTES study,

findings of time allocation were similar. Of the 360 min-

utes each school day, 171 minutes were spent on mathematics,

language arts, and science instruction; 65 minutes were

spent on other, nonacademic instruction; and the rest went

for lunch, recesses, and classroom management (Denham &

Lieberman, 1980). Thus, allocation of t.me to basic skills

Instruction along these lines is not unusual for ar

elementary school day.
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Consider your own school day. Begin with the total

number of minutes available and call it Opportunity to Learn
4

Time (OTL).

OTL TIME total amount of time in a school day

Next: estimate and sybtract from this the amount of

time taken each day for scheduled noninstructional events

(SNE):

General management tasks (announcements, taking
attendance, collecting lunch money, etc.);

Lunch, recess periods, and other scheduled out-of-
class time (like assemblies); and

Transitions (time moving from one activity to
another, or from one class to another).

OIL TIME SNE TIME opportunity to teach time (OTT)

Then, itemize the nature of unscheduled noninstruction-

al events (UNE) and estimate the time taken each day for

chese

External intrusions (loudspeaker interruptions,
office summons, custodial activity, traffic noise,
students in halls, etc.)

Incernal intrusions (handling student misbehavior)

General classroom management (passing out books and
materials, getting class started, keeping flow of
instruction moving, etc.)

Noninstructional activities (correcting hor.,ework,
repeating dlrections, threading film projector,
etc.)

OTL TIME - SNE TIME OTT TIME

OTT TIME - UNE TIME available instructional (AI) time

Are you beginning to get the picture? How much actual

available instructional (AI) time do you have remaining?

What perc,-;IL of the tota opportunity to learn (OTL) time

1.10
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does this represent? Given that you spend all of this on

instruction, during which you actively are teaching (as

compared with sitting at your desk correcting papers while

students work on assigned class tasks at their seats), this

would represent your allocated tine for the day. Of cours3,

it is this allocated time which interacts with student

engagement and accuracy to determine the amount of ALT

available for a given student.

Many of the sources that subtract from available in-

structional cime are seemingly outside the control of an

individual classroom teacher. Some take the concerted ef-

fort of an entire faculty if they are to be resolved, and

some prob.: y are not resolvable without considerable cost.

A faculty, working together, can (1) identify what detracts

from available instructional time. (2) determine whether or

not it is resolvable (rerouting a freeway under construction

just o. -side one's classroom is probably not a good candi-

date for resolution), and (3) plan together to seek resolu-

tion. This is a process that describes how effective

schools function under the informed guidance of a principal

who is an instructional leader.

Regardless of the source and severity of distr..ctions

on available instructional time, teachers perceive that the

sources of the majority of them are outside the classroom,

and, therefore, are out of their control. ward and Tikunoff

(1984) found in an urban school district (K-12) that teach-

ers perceived their greatest external distractions were

students tardiness, announcements over the public address
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system, office summons for students, and noise from the

halls, either from students out of class during instruction-

al time or from custodians. The majority of teachers be-

lieved these were problems which should be resolved by the

school administration rather than by the teachers.

However, many things which subtract from available

instructional time are controllable by an individual class-

room teacher. A case in point was reported by Behnke et al.

(1981). This was a team of teachers, working with a re-

searcher and a staff developer, that asked, "What are the

strategies and techniques which classroom teachers use to

cope with the distractions to classroom instruction and how

effective are these techniques?" To conduct their study,

they collected observational data on the source and frequen-

cy of intrusions on classroom instruction. Next, they col-

lected similar descriptive data for successful coping tech-

niques that teachers used to handle various distractions.

Finally, they developed a staff development strategy to

teach others how to identify sources of distraction from

instruction in their own classroms and how to develop

strategies to deal with distract2.sns successfully.

Behnke et al. (1981) hypothesized that the school prin-

cipal was the most frequent source of distractions. What

they learned, however, was that while the principal fre-

quently provided the most dramatic instances of distrac-

tions, these were neither the most frequent nor the most

distracting in terms of length of time. Instead, they

traced the most frequent and time-consuming distractions to
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the same two or three students in a given class. Thus, they

focused their development efforts on finding strategies

teachers could use to get students back on-task. These

ranged from a predetermined signal a teacher necotiated

ahead of time with a student to let him know when the teach-

er's tolerance level was being exceeded; to systems of

reward and punishment more behavioral in nature.

An exercise like tho one you have just completed pro-

vides dramatic evidence of how much time is available for

instruction. This still doesn't tell us anything about the

quality of instruction which students will experience during

available instructional time. Quality of instruction is the

function of analyzing and planning for instruction, which

was discussed earlier, and how a teacher functions durinu

instruction to promote student engagement and accuracy on

class task completion. We take this up next.

Student Engagement and Accuracv
-

What can teachers do to promote student engagement in

class task completion? And how can they work to ensure that

students complete increasingly more complex class tasks with

correspondingly incveasing accuracy?

Part of the answer, of course, is to analyze and plan

instruction which is congruent with (1) what you know about

the prior experiences of your students with class tasks and

instructional activities similar to those you are prer 'ing

to teach; and (2) what you intend as that students be able

to do as a result of engaging in a piece of instruction.
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Information about this aspect of effective instruction was

discussed earlier.

In addition, there are some things teachers can do

during instruction to promote engagement and accuracy.

Obviously, if what we want to produce are students with

high student functional proficiency; then our objective is

to place into operation in our classrooms the dimensions of

effective instruction. The proof that we have been able to

do this is in the performance of our students. If they are

engaged in carrying out class tasks exactly as Intended,

then we can predict that they are learning the prescribed

curriculum. Thus, we must ask two sorts of questions:

1. Are students participating in instruction as you

intended? In other words, are they doing what you want them

to do? Are they being accurate and achieving success? If

not, why not?

2. Are you instructing effectively? Are you providing

appropriate class task and instructional activity demands

that will produce the kind of student response you expect?

Are you utilizing appropriate instructional strategies?

One way to approach analyzing instruction-in-progress

to get at answers to these questions is provided by Figure

10. The left-hand column lists the participation require-

ments of SFP, taken from Figure 2. The right-hand column

lists what it is that teachers must do to produce this sort

of student participation.

What is immediately apparent is the "match" between

successful student participation in instruction and she
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Figure 10. Relationship of SFP participation
requirements with active teaching

SO THAT STUDENTS CAN:

Decode, understand:

Task expectations
(what product should
look like; how to
compete accurately)

New information

Participate productively:

Maintain productive
engagement on assigned
tasks & complete them

Complete tasks with
high accuracy

Know when successful
in tasks

Observe norms (meet
teacher's expectations)

Obtain feedback:

Know how to obtain
accurate feedback re
task completion, i.e.

a. whether achieving
success

or
b. how to achieve

success

TEACHERS MUST:

Communicate clearly:

Give accurate directions

Specify tasks &
measureffients

Present new information
by explaining, outlin-
ing, summarizing, review-
ing

Obtain, maintain engagement:

135

Maintain task focus

Pace instruction
appropriately

Promote involvement

Communicate expectations
for successful performance

Monitor progress...

Review work frequently

Adjust instruction to
maximize accuracy

...and provide immediate
feedback:

Re task completion so
students

a. know when they are
successful

or
b. are given information

about how to achieve
success
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characteristics of effective or active teaching discussed

earlier in Chapter Two. Thus, it follows that if students

are expected to decode and understand the requirements of

class tasks and new information required to complete them,

then teachers must themselves communicate these things

clearly. They do this by giving accurate directions, by

specifying class tasks and how to know when they are being

completed accurately, and by presenting new information

logically and clearly (using strategies like explaining,

outlining, summarizing, reviewing, etc.). When a LEP

student is involved, teachers must be certain that this

information is understood.

Bilingual teachers can use the LEP students' nati ,.:

language for purposes of achieving this clarity. Nonbilin-

gual teachers must find other means, such as using another

person who can speak the LEP students' native language for

purposes of translation. Achieving understanding of LEP

students with regard to this sort of in4-rmation requires

building their language skills directly with relation to

elements of the class tasks which they are expected to

complete and the instructional activities in which they are

expected to engage. Thus, it is important to integrate

English language development with the specification of

class tasks and instructional activities as well as with

actual instruction in the content areas. If LEP students

are expected to be able to functic.n proficiently in school

they need the language of instruction to be able to do so.
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Similar relationships are apparent between productive

student participation and what teachers must do to obtain

and maintain students' engagement. Task focus must be

maintained, and this frequently means that teachers must

monitor their own behavior to be certain they are not

straying from the learning objectives. Instruction must be

paced appropriately so that students will complete class

tasks with high accuracy. This often means adjusting

instruction as it .s underway, making certain that it is not

too difficult but not too easy. Because students learn at

different rates, this also may require differentiating

instruction for various groups of students, and/or grouping

them to receive it.

Throughout, teachers must communicate their confidence

in their students' abilit to learn, and believe in their

own ability to teach them. As we have seen, teachers often

can use information from LEP students' native cultares to

mediate the process of maintaining engagement and working

for higher accuracy in class task completion.

Finally, teachers must monitor students as they work.

This means reviewing their work frequently to make certain

they are progressing toward accuracy. In addition, some

students need frequent feedback to keep them on track.

Effective teachers know which students require this, and

devise ways to give them appropriate feedback before they

reach their frustration level. Immediacy of feedback is

important for some students; without it they may continue

to repeat errors in class task completion.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER FOUR

1. This work currently is underway at the National
Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education in Rosslyn, VA. by
Michael O'Malley and Ana Uhl Chamot and their colleagues.
You can get further information from them as it is
available.

2. The discussion here is based on the work of Dr. Lillian
Restaino-Baumann presented to a meeting of the Language
Development Specialist Academy, New York Bilingual Education
Multifunctional Support Center, Hunter College of CUNY.

3. Dr. Restaina-Baumann recommends the following as sources
of information for instruction in ritical thinking:

Kinney, M. (1985, May). A language experience approach to
teaching expository text structure. The Reading -Teacher,
854-856.

Langer, J. (1981, November). From theory to practice: A
prereading plan. Journal of Reading, 152-156.

McGee, L. and Richgels D. (1985, April). Teaching expos-
itory text structure to elementary students. The Reading
Teacher, 739-748.

McCeehon, M. '1982, April). Strategies for improving text-
book comprehension. Journal of Reading, 676-796.

Vaughan, Jr, J. (1982. Februrary). (Tee the ConStruct Proce-
dure to foster active reading and learning. Journal of
Reading, 412-422.

Wood. K. and Mateja. J. (1983, February). Adapting secondary
level strategies for use in elementary school. The Reading
Teacher. 492-496.

4. In his Sustaining Effects Study of Compensatory and
Elementary Education, Carter (84) included in "opportunity
to learn" the time available, on-task student behavior, and
the overlap between curriculum and test content. Engagement
is considered separately in the ALT construct, and the
curriculum-test overlap is dust one of the alignment issues
taken up later in this chapter.

Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that Carter
found a high relationship between opportunity to learn and
achievement for reading and math in the second grade for the
lower achieveing schools but not for the higher achieving.
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owever, it was quite high at the fifth grade for both
subjects in both sorts of schools.
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